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ABSTRACT
This volume is a collection of background papers and

' ' materials prepared for workshop participants engaged inAmmpirical (-
research on the topit of "informed consent with subjects lof uncertain
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needed to consent to or refuse pfrticipation in research, including-a
philosophical overview, a legal overview, and a psychiatric overview.'

4 .
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which participants idenfified'an agenda'for future research,
including the five major areasvc3mstdered most-deserving of attention*
and practical methodOlOgic conerations for investigatorsplanning
research' in these areasoz.The ppendix:contains a brief paper
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Preface

The Pharmacol-ogic aAd Somatic Treatments Research Branch was pleased
1

to sponsor 4hIs workshop in keeping with Its commitKentto provide am4

encourage the development of information concerning' ethical: issues in

research with Wman subjects. ,
,

i c,i;

The workshop's title, "Empirica,1 Research on Unformed Consent with
,

. ,

Subjects of Uncertain Competence", was carefuIly chosen to;re,fiect its
9

scope. It Was a !workshop' - not a con esice; the participants were

talking to each, other rather than to an alidience. They were invited' to

discuss their work Im progress and to consider possible areas for

collaboration. The focus( -was .upon 'empirical research*, - dea.derlved from

controlled and systematic studies rather than from anecdotal repor_ts or

theoretical analyses. The population war; !subjects' - persOns who are the,
_

-

focus of resea-rch inquiry - rather than patients in 6 treatment setting.
- )

And,.flnally, the +erm ,'uncertain competence' Was developer to deseribe'

per'sons whose abftity to make decisions on their own behalf Is not

ascertained at the time of entry' into 'Consent negotiations: vit'was

considered a terr with the least pejorative ImplioationS.Y

;:
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The participants were invited on the basis on their interest in and ./

contributions to the focal topic. (See List of Participants for relevant

publications and activities). Invited gjests included research associates. ./ ,

of the major particIpants, investigators planning or currently engaged in

related 'reSearch'edquiries, pUblic officials' having policymaking or

advisory-roles in the development .o.f guidelines or reg ulations for the
. ,

,

protection of human subjects In research., and NIMH staff from extramural- I
grants programs and review committees. (See LEst of -Invited Guests in

ApAendix.)
,

.

One of the most important features of 'the workshop was" the opportunity
\ ,

for parffcipants a-nd guests to engigefin'an stnformal exchange of
c'

information and of ideas concerning research strategies. ,It ishoped_that

the, benefits jbf thi s sharing will become manifest in a higher quality-of

research more'clearly focused on and targeted to resolution of the problems

idePttfii 4 \
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111-troduction- Natalie Reatig
Social Science Analyst
Pharmacologic and Somatic Treatments
Research Branch, NIMH

1

In January of 1981, the Pharmacologicand Somatic Treatments Research

Branch of the Mational Insti4tlite of Mental Health sponsored a workshop for

di
Investigators currently engaged fn empirical research on the,topic

-"Informed consent with subjects of Uncertain competence". The National

institute of Mental Health suppoets a large number of research grants

invo4ving Individuals characterizable as of "uncertain competence ".' These

"persons fait within the broad' definition of "Mentally disabled ", defined

by proposed DHHS regulations as "those who are mentally ill, mentaly

retarded, emotionally disturbed, psychotic or senile", qSee Federal"-

Register: "43:223:53954, 1978). A major concern for investigatoks

conducting researChwith these populations is 'how to distinguish. between

subjects who are capable oF. Oving consent on ,their own behalf and those

who are not. p
r ,

informed consent from subjects is a normative requirement in pcst
4 ---4

research supported by the DHHS. Federal regulations describ.e tire
)., . 1

'circumstances under which this. consent must be obtai.ne:q,and fist Items of

information considered sufficient to meet standarcla for adequate

dIsciosure(,See Appendix). The regulations mandate that consent be

obtained from "competent" subjects but there is no guidance available to
*

r

assist thoss rit1"0 are delegated responsibility for determining competence.
lir

o
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It remains unclear whether the'more traditional legal and psychiatric

criteria are appropriate in the research setting as compared with the

criminal trial or treatment setting. Should there be universally

applicible competency criteria or should therestbe performance criteria.

-tallore4 to meet specif,fc situations or individual abilities? Should140?.

th'e' standard for competency be flexible according to the degree of risk..

'inherent in: the proposed research?' We Still Know very little about the
.

A<

process of decIsion-making in the research setting. What motivates

subjects to Consent to orrefuses research participation? Whatinderlying

values influence nvestigetors, family members or delegated

2

1

represen4.atives ln.their determinations.ou anotherls competency? We need

',to Identify and understand the multiple faCtors that influence, hinder and

eapance bo,th of these decision-making processes:

The werks p, goals were 1) to evaluate the current status of
co

,,, .

empirical researc'h about competence and informed consent; 2) to ideQttfy

and target problem areas,in need'of further inquiry; and 3) to discuss and
Y

t s o. .

explore devetopthent o,f appropriate resources and. methodologies fot use in

Such research. To enhance the Auality of the discussion "a number of
6

background papers were ,prepared in advance and,xircultted -to 'al I

e
.

participants. These' papers and some additional materials have 'been

4
colLected here with the intentiqn'of'stimulating IntOrest*in and

.

encouraging -research 6n the topic, coMpeteticy and consent.
. .

The first three papers addresi the question, NOW would 1-t mean to
.

.

be competent enough to cOnsent to or refuse rarticipatioh in research?".

8
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i

,

The authors were asked to identify the range of practical and theoretical

c nditions of competence sufficient to consent from the,perspective of

their separate disciplines. Bernard Gert and Charles Culver provide the

A philosophical overview; Alan Meisel the legal overview and Paul Appelbadm

and Loren Roth the psychiatit.overview. ae
4

a.

The fourth paper presents a review of the liter,ature for empirical

Studies on competence and consent. In .her review, Barbara Stanley

highlightssoMe questions which have not been addressed and some findings

which require replication an-d, further investigation. I have exercised the

editorial liberty of appending 'a supplementary,, expanded bibliography to

complement the author's assigned focus upon,eMpirical research.

The final paper is a summary of the workshop discussion 1n which

-participants were asked to identify an agenda for futUre research. Ruth

Paden, the workshop co-chair, lists the five major areas which emerged as

most deserving of attention and offers some practical methodologic

considerations for:investigators planning research in these areas.

The 'Appenslix contains 1) a short paper describing some new

implicetions.for informed-consent offered by recently promulgatedDH9r

regulations; 2).a -presentation'of the regulations. on consent, listing the

.items of informatrOb required for disclosure,' the circumstances under

which these may beogaived or altered, the requirements fOi- documentation

of consent and the circumstances under which these may be Waived;, 3) the

ti

original workshop agenda; and 4) a list of the workshop invited giests.

if,is hoped that these documents will be useful and provocative.

_This workshop has madea beginNng- there-is much that remains to be

done!

9
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4
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Competence to Consent: A Philosophical Overview

Obviously we are primarily concerned with the. concept of

competence itecause it is directly relevant to the, question of
1

valid consent, but we believe that there is no special sense of

competence.whicii is related to valid consent. Rather the concept

of competence remains the same, aamely, having the ability to

perform those tasks that someone- (in that position) is supposed

to have, though since it is always related to some particular

task or group of taskp; the criteria for determining whether or

not someone is competent to petform that task is determined by

'the nature of the task. Thus we shall begin by analyzing the

general concept of competefice, and then we:shall relate it to the

problem of valid' consent.

The'sentences "John is competdnt" and "'John is incompetent"

do not. express complete statements. Of cburse, the context may

make it clear what is being expressed by these s'entences.l For,

example, if we are discussing whether or not to hire Joh to do

our taxes, it is quite clear that the e "John i

incompetent" means John is incompetent xes. But

not all incompetence is attdehed to of Ces or positions or jobs.
*

Someone can be incompetent in what mi t be regarded as a more

fundameltal sense, namely he may be i compttent to pe.rfattSome

activity that almost all normal adult an beings can perform.

I

19 .
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This is not really a different sense of incompetence) it is

rather that,the person incompetent to do more fundamental

activities than_those involved. in some specific office or:job.

For example, a person may be incompetent to feed'himself. He may

simply-be unable to figure out what or how to eat. 6the sense of

incompetence here is exactly the same as that which' is. involved

in filling out tax returns. In both cases there is a specifiC'

task to be perfojmed and a person who is unable tp perform that

task.' The only difference, and it is a big practical difference,

is that only those who occupy some position involving the making

out of tax returns count as incompetent when they cannot d.o so,

whereas anyone who cannot understand how to feed himself is

regarded as incompetent.

But though competence always involves the ability to 4o some

particular task, competence is not merely a synonym for ability.

If someone cannot run a marathon, we (IP not say that he is

incompetent to run a marathon, rather we say'that.he lacks the

physical ability to do so. Competence involves mental or

volitional rather than physical abilities: But lack of such

abilities doe.not by itself involve incompetence. If one does

not haYe the mental ability to dot-theoretical physid's it would at

least be misleading to say that the3riltwere" ncompetent to do

theoretical physics, unless they Were in same position in which

it is expected that they have thatmental
r
ability. To return to

our first example, when we say that John is incompetent to.do

one's taxes, this implies that John is an accountant or has a job

X

. ( .111fA

I
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that involves making out tax returns: It is only with

accountants, etc...that lack of ability to make-out tax returns
A

counts as incompetence.

As noted before, to say of someone that he is incompetent

demands a corilixt. 'A person is not simply incompetent; he is

incompetent .to do x, or x and y, or x,y, and z, etc: It is

possible for someone to be incompetent to do any of the things

that a normal adult humane being can do: new born infants are

incompetent in this total way, and so are some adults: We can

regard them as totally incompe t and no philodophical problems

arise im determining that they are incompetent with regard to

task, no matter how described. Philosophical- problems arise in

deciding whether someone who is competent to do some things is

competent to do a par icular kind of -action, or make a particular

kind of decision., ow Is one to decide thesg.issues? Here it
. .

should be noted that the more precisely described the activity%

is, the more likely it is that one can decide whether or not .

someone is competent to perform that kind of activity.' Suppose

that we 'are wondering whether someone:is'competent to mike a

will. It is a necessary condition for being gompetent to do Ahis

that one know what'is involved in making a will: one must

4

understand; at least in its practical sense, what a will.
.

is. If0 t. ,

. one,is not awareof what is involved in making a 'will, then one

is incompetent, to make awill.,mIn general, in order for one to

be competent to do x, one must have at leist a practical

*13
understanding of what it is to.do x. One must aid° understand

21
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yhen(one 13 dbing
,

x;. it is ,not enough to know what wil.ls'axe; on
.

e

rust alao be able to understand when one is .making a will:.. It

1
seems that tWo -necessarylfeatures,for being competent to perform

16-

_ 4

an activity are that one understands what that activity is'and

knows'when he is participating in it. With regard tosiying

consent' to°participation in .an experiment one must knowiwtat it

is to give such consent and know.when one is giving such:consent.
. . .0*

These however are only necessary featurps for competence to dive
g.

valid consent, they are not sufficient features. -

We may then tentatively defineFincompetence in the lowin

/.way: A person is incompetent,to.do x, if, it is reasona

expected that any person in his position, or any normal adult

human being can To x, and this person cannot.do x: ,And hiss`
2'. ,, 5inability to do x is not due' to a physical,.00 4s4.1t..,.

is competent to do x, if .he be' no 'incoluetent t.ordocx. -It

.
important to note that in this ense of incompetence;

being implied about how onerought to treat a Per,s0.41w 18

incompetent to do x, except'of course, that%ifons. aged to-get

x done, one should-not entrtst the job,to someone: was,
j,

, '.

incompetent to do x., Even wjlth regard' to someone whO.;is

-
,s 'H

. 0
yti

incompetent to do something rat every normal adult uman being
. ,

is expected to be able to do, nothing more is implied than that '
.

it wou d be unreasonable t entrust that person with the,task of
-

doing x, So that if someon is incompetent-to handle money at

AT; it would be unreasonable to give him some. task that it solved

hip handling money, but if he has money of his own, nothing. '.,

A '4*-4444"9/40.
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follows about-prohibiting-him from spending it, or giving it '

away, or doinganythbng else he may want to do w h it. We are

not automatically justified inteventing someone from doing

something simply because h'e is incompetent at doing it. If

someone i8 i8 an incompetent poker player, e.g. he does not know

what hand beats another, it does not-follow that anyone is

'justified in prohibiting him from playing poker if there are

others who are willing to play poker with him. However, if the

consequences, of his playing are serious enough, one might be so

_justified. Similarly, ,if someone is incompetent'to Make a

decistbn about,some medical treatment, it does not follow that

r.
someone else 4S thereby justified in making that daoispn for

y. him; It may be that someone is so justified, but that he is does

AAAP not follow solely from the fact that the person is incompetents to

make the decision himself bilt depends upon other matters as well.

4pcompetence, in the sense that we,have been discussing it,

is almost Completely an empirical matter and is not identical

with what for the sake of clarity we shall call "legal.

incompetence". To be declared legally incompetent'to do 5c

Aeljends upon a,judgement,of i competence in'the sense that we
A 1

have been discussing, lluf itsa so involves .something else, namely

a decision that som one else I justified in acting on that

person's behalf with-regard to ping x, and that he may

justifiably require, ,rohibit,
\.3

to that person.' Norm ly a-jud

ermit, etc.'actions with regard

menu of legal incompetence to do

x, only involves - ini inipetence to do those things that all normal

S
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adult.human beings are expected to b'e able t do. That is, it is

persons who cannot feed or clo9)e. themselves, or who, cannot

41-andle money, whom we declare legally incompetent and then

sometimes give to some other person, a legal guardian, the

authority to-make decisions for. them.

We also sometimes declare persons- legally incompetent td

'perform7.eertain professional tasks; however in these cases we do

not appoint a guardian to make decisions for them. 'Thus someone

who has a position as a lawyer or doctor may, for various

reasbns, become unable to perform the professional tasks lequired

of him. It may be appropriate in some 'of these instances for the

person to be declared legally incompetent to perform those tasks.

n this easelono guardian would be appointed, but the person would,

be'prodibited from performing that activity which he performed

incompetently-. .

The impOrtant iSsu% in going from 'empiric ncompetence to

legal incompetence is whether one can justify the restriction of

freedom involved in such a judgment. We will_not disduss the .

'.justification of suCh interference for the person's own good
_ ...,

here, but will Only say that such" a justification involves 0.e,

prevention of the suffering ofeignificant-evils.1

COMPETENCE,TO CONSENT TO TREATMENT OR PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH. .
, -

Given this' general discussion of comiSetpnce and incompetence

let us now-try to apply it-to the problem-of'valid consent. What

is involved in saying that someone is incompetent to give valid

24
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consent? We belielie there are two levels of incompetence and

that it is useful to distinguish clearly between them.

1. There is a category of patients who are unable to give or

refuse consent at all. Some patients in this category

are completely unaware oftheim,surroundings and are

not able to understand any question1that might be asked

of em--for-example, infants,,patients in a coma, or

patient-e who are severely retarded, or seni For such

patients, nothing that they say or4o could Asn count

as consent-or refusal of consent. They may be called

"totally incompetent" and it is universally ...--

acknowledged that it is justified; even ,morally`

,required, for ,someone else to make decisions for them

and on their behalf, ek

kiowever there are some patients who fit in this
1

first category who are less than totally incompetent.

They mey have very.limited cognitive abilities, may be

able to ask for food, or for relief from pain, and .yet

be unable to understand any questions not directly

'related to pfesent stimuli. Therefore they do not
A 6

understand at all the request for consent to a medical

procedu're: either therapeutic or experimental, they do .

not know what is being asked of them and do not realize

in fact that they are being asked to give consent. For

these.patients, as for those who aretotally .

incompetent, it seems appropriate and morally justified

60



for someone else to be authorized to give or withhold'

consent ontIrrla. lf. For example-, consider the

69-Oar-old Voman with a
iopsy-prov Mate table Itetroperitaneal .

)

sax oma, was, admitted to our unit in a profoud_,
con -Stonal state that As thought to be the

iresu t of del'rium, a very severe psychotic
depression,_ or a combination of the two.
ApprOkimately 1,year earlier 4e had been admitted
to the hospital`wtt-E1-bImilar mental syndrome.
At that time a retroperUtoneal mass had been
identified and:bio sait.se-turing laparotorily.
Treatment witeE '1.that time'(1 year before the
present admission) resultet in dramatic clearing
of her confusional state214hd melancholia, enabling
Ms: B to resume a satisfying life with her family
fora period of about 10 months, then the current.
confusional atate.develoed.

At tytis'point Ms. Ewwaa diNtriented.to place
and time and was severely agitated and restless.

.

She was not able to give understandable answers to P
most direct 44estiOnsi and'in general her speech -..

consisted
of 4ncoherent babbling. An extensive

& arch fora metabolic, pharmacologic, or
s ructutal cause for her mental syndrome yielded
,n 'positive results. Her retroperitoneal sarcoma
appeared to have increased 'somewhat in size, but
this,cot.4d not be directly correlated with her
change in Oental function. Aler sarcoma was in no
way felt -tip be immediately life-threatening: Her .

4 physicians felt that ECT was again indicated but
that she was,incompetent to give even simple
consent to any treatment`procedure. The hospital
attorney was of the opinion that ECT could be used
if the unanimous consent of her three adult
children were obtained. Her children did consent,
and a course of ECT was again administered. A
similar gratifying improvement,resulted.

We will refer to patients in this category as

being incompetent to give (even) simple consent. The

concept of "simple consent" is explained in the

description of the next category of patients.

26
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2.-T is second category of'incompetent patients we refer to

as bbingAncompetent to give valid consent.. They are

-iowever competent to give simple consent; i.e. they
Ilb

understand that they are being asked to consent to a

.medieal treatment or an experimental procedure and can

_give consent or refuse to doso, but they lack the

ability to understand or appreciate the information

that is necessary to give a valid consent., The
.NN

clearest example of someone who fits this category is a

patient who is moderately-delirious or demented and

aware of only some aspects of his situation. He may

perfectly well understand that he is being asked for

consent to perform some medical procedure but may not

know where he IS, or who is asking for his consent, or

why thOr are asking for it. 'For example, he may know

nothing whatsoeier of the reasons why-consent is being
,

asked and/or he may disbelieve most or all of what he
4

is :told about the consequences of bks giving or

refusing that consent. This person _differs from the

persons discussed in the first category in that he may

give hi6 consent to a treatment,. or vigorously refuse

to'give it. But both the refusal and the granting of

consent d6 not count as valid, fat such a person is

unaware' of sufficient-information to give valid,

consent.- We will say of such a patient that he_ is

competent to give or refuse simple consent,butis

21
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incompetent to give or refuse valid consent.

Another interesting example of patients in this

category are those who have delusions which are

relevant to the matter of giving or withholding

consent. Suppose that someone has the paranoid 4

delusion that all of his doctors are part of a plot to

take over hib body and that regardless of what his

doctors are saying, if he gives his consent they will
4

perform some procedure that will give them complete

control over his thoughts and actions. He believes

this even though consent is only being requested for a

diagnostic procedure completely unrelated to his

delusion, e.g. 'a biopsy to determine if a tumor is

malignant. We want to maintain that such.a person is
0

competent to give simple consent, but is incompetent to

give valid consent, because he is unable to understand

or appreciate the information that is necessary for

valid consent. This does not mean that we are thereby

justified in performing the biopsy independent of his

AO
valid ,consent. For this to be true, one must apply the

.justification procedure that we'allude to in footnote

A patient may have a_delusion which results,in hire

giving rather than in withholding consent. Suppose

that'a man believes that he'has been given superhuman

powers and that, like Superman, nothing done to him on

28
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earth can harm him in the slightest way. Thus when he

is asked for his. consent to participate in a serious

aAd risky experiment he readily gives his consent for

.he does not believe that there is any risk whatsoever

?for him.. In such a case wewould say that his simple

consent is not valid for he is incompetent to give

valid consent. We say this for the same reason we gave

. above, he is unable to understand or appreciate the

information necessary for valid consent.

If someone is not given adequate ip<ormalion, he cannot give

.valid consent,- for he does not know enough about what he is

consenting to. But clearly the .important matter is not merely

some mechanical procedure, afLproviding_information_tosomeone-
,

Suppose a doctor.or,researoher has .developed what is universally

acknowledged as an ideal presentation of all the infOpation

reviired for,valid consent for a certain medical problem. Now

suppose that lie presents this information to his patient in a way

that all his fellow doctors regard as clear and non-biased. Does

the patient now have the information required for valid consent?.

We donl"t khow.. It depends upon what the patient understood. If

the tatlept has only- a very limited command of,English, then

providing'the information in English Will not provide-the patient

with adequate information to give-valid consent. Simild,rly if

'the patient is suffering from such anxiety that he can understand

little of what is beihg told him, he does not have adequate' `
i

information to give valid consent. This i8 why it may be

AP;
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important that nurses, or someone who has the opportimity to talk

to the patient at some length, be required to determine that.the

patient does indeed have adequate information to give valid

consent.

Thus a patient may be incompetent to give valid consent

because he cannot understand anything as complex as the

information required for valid consent, e.g. in the case of a

retarded person or a young child, or the person may not be able

to appreciate the information he is-provided because,' for
4

example, he is suffering from delusions. A.ccompletely senile

person and a very young infant would be incompetent to give even

simple consent; the person with delusions would be incompetent to

give valid consent. A slightly older child mighf be competent to

give simple consent but incompetent;to give valid consent. In

general one might say that when we can straightforwardly

determine that the person doesn't understand any ofthe
7

information being paovided, he is inbompetentto give simple

consent, and when he understands some but not enough information'

or doesnt appreciate it; he is only. incompetent to give valid

consent.

It is fairly straightforward to determine whether or not

someone understands the infortion that is.presanted'to him,

though, !of course, there'will aiways,be borderline cases. When

dealing with appreciating the infOrmation, we have-a trickier

situation. As we use the term "appreciate", it requires more

than understanding. Someone can understand but.not appreciate

a



the information given. For example, someone with paranoid .

delusions that involve his doctors may understand all of the

information presented to him, but because of his false beliefs

about his doctors he cannot properly evaluate that information

and thus cannot give valid consent. Failure t` appreciate, like.0
1111.

failure to understand, must be determined prior to consent or

refusal of consent. A refusal of consent, even if irrational,

no't sufficient to show a failure to-:appreciate the information.

It is because there may be a temptation to treat irrational
i

'refusal of treatment as incompetence to give valid consent

1

(because of failure to appreciate reIgvant information) that we .

require refusal by someone incompetent to give valid consent to

bg accorded the same safeguard as someone who is incompetent but

irrationally refuses treatment.

Thus there is a significant practical difference between.the

two kindg of incompetence: With incompetence to give simple

consent, nothing the person does counts as-either the giving or

the refusing of consent. In this case there is no overruling of

the patient's decision,' there is no decision of the patient's to

overrule. With incompetence to giVe valid consent, the problem

le more complex. In such cases the'patient can either give or

refuse simple consent, but since they are incompetent to give

valid consent, obviously their consent is no moee.valid-than

their refusal. In these cases, one must decide what to to. dur

suggestion is that these cases be divided into two main
---

categories, (1) those in which the person gives simple consent

I-
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but in which we believe that he is-incompetent to give valid

consent 'and (2) those in which the person gives a simple refusal

of consent burin which_we also believe that he is incompetent to

give a valid refusal of consent.

In the first category we believe that a guardian should be

appointed and that he should decide on behalf of the patient

whether or not to accept the proposed treatment. Ifeagrees

with the patient, there is no problem at all, if he does not

agree, a problem does seem to arise, for then the guardian seems

to be overruling the patient's decision. And this kind of action

seems paternalistic and thus in seed of justification. However

this is not the case.. The guardian is not overruling the

patient, rather he is refusing to make ,a decision that he

believes is not in the patient's best interests. Itis true that

*
the patient is not getting a procedure or treatment that he has

given simple consent.to,but if the patient is genuinely

incompetent to give valid consent to that procedure or.treatment,
. .

then he does not really appreciate what he is consenting to.

Thus we are not,-depriving patierit of something he wants,

rather we are'sirnply refusing to provide-something we don't think'

is in his interests.

The second case, where the patient gives a simple xefusal of

consent, is somewhat different. Again we suggest that a gdardian

be appointed to decide, 'orn,behal_f of the patient, whether or not

to accept the proposed treatment. If he agrees with the patient

concerning refusal of consent, again there is no problem, but if

32
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'he does hot agree and thinks that the proposed treatment is in

the patient's best interest, 'then ther is a serious moral

problem. To ails V the guardian to consent to treatment when the

patient has refused
A

it, even though, by hfISOtheais the refusal is
MOM

due to a failure to appreciate the situation,' is to allow one

person to act paternalistically with regard to another, simply on

the grounds that, the first is incompetent to give valid consent.

We do not think theseare adequate grounds in and of themselves.
40 '4-

We believe that even with regard to. patients incompetent to-give .

, a valid refusal of consent, their -simple refusal of -consent must

be,taken very seriously and overruled only in special

circumstances, when the,failure to treat would result in

aignificant.evils being suffered. . It is an act of paternalism

and has to be justified just like any other paternalistic act.

We obviously think that just as with competent patients, so

with those incompetent to give valid consent, it is a much more

serious matter to treat without consent of the patient, than not

to.treat even though a simple consent has been given. In the

former case we actively impose something on the patient, in the

latter case we simply refuse to do something agreed to by the

patieht. Thus we give a simple refusal of consent for treatment,

by a patient incompetent to give a valid refusal of consent, much
e _

. .

more weight than a simple consent by the'same patient. This

seems to reverse the traditional procelarewhere a simple consent
.

by such a patient ia sometimes taken to'be valid, Ad a simple

.refulsal ofconsent is all,too easily overruled.

o
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THE COMPETENCE OF PSYCHIATRIC PATIENT& TO.CONSENT TO TREATMENT OR

RESEARCH

. 4

Some might question whether patients suffering fr m mental

maladies are in general incom ent to give or refuse to give

valj.d consent to proposed treatments or experiments. WeAelieve

that the overwhelming majority of such patients arequite

competedt to give.valid consent and-that, in fact, one,is much

more apt to find incompetence to give valid consent among

patients found, for example, on neurosurgery and oncology wards.

The case of Ms. B discussed above does repreSent a patient'

who was incompetent to give even simple consent to treatment-

, becauseof her thorough confusion and incoherence. One does

encounter other such patients in psychiatry who, because of, say,

drug delirium or acute severe psychosis, are. unable to give or

refuse even simple consent. Though such cases are dramatic they,..

'MO

constitute onilydp. small percentage of psychiatric cases. We

believe the incidence of this kind of incompetnce is much higher

in selected medical and surgical patient populations. This would

bean interesting and important topic for future empirical

'"i.eseatch. At any rate, when one does encounter a patient -

incompetent to give or refuse simple consent, fihen it is usually

morally' acceptable to rely on nextofkin or ourtappointed

guardian for whether theepatient is suffering from a

mental oi a phYsical malady.

Patients who are competent to give simple consent but 1

_r\28
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incompetent to give valid consent are probably encountered

somewhat more Often among psychiatric than other patients, thOugh
4 -%

this subject also would benefit from empirical research.

Patients-who have delusions directly related to the treatment or

consent process are of course apt'to be patients with mental

maladies, though, again, their absolute numbers are very small.
4
Perhaps somewhat more frequently one encounters psychiatric

patients whose mental confusion, -desociated psychopis,
.

makei their understanding andapPi-eCialon of the consent

information sufficiently suspect that one questions whethe the

consent they give or refuse is valid.' Clearly, one canno

overrule the refusal of consent of these.patients without a

strong jAstification, but as mentioned,above it seems appropriate

in such cases that-a guardian be appointed to give, valid consent

on behalf of the patient even when the patient has given Ample

consent to the proposed treatment or experiment.

However, we believe the overwhelming majority, of psychiatric

29

patients are competent to .g) ive1valid consent., These" patients,
.. . 4

understand if .something is wrong with them and are capable of.4 , . r'''
- understanding the nature of the available treatments aad the

risks and the benefits associated with each;, they can also
1

evaluate the personal risks and societal benefits of v&rious

experiments. There is nothing inherently more suspect about a

patient consenting to a treatment to relieve mental ,pain than-

consentinOo relieve physical pain. There is-(or shoulebe)

coercion present in either case. In fact we suspect, that there

35
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is prOably more valid refusal of,treatment am .nepsyohiatric

patients than amongselected medical or surg!Cal patients. As a

group psychiatric patients' may. be more c pable of withstadding
.

. .

pressdrel from thrir doctorsita consent t an,ars,seriousiy ill
., .-

medical surgical l'OCi data'tnts,..though we no daton this
.

point. . ) I,.

When psychiatric patients do refuse
,tc'.i''

b ment, whether they
.°

are- or are not competent to give valid consent, (th at refusal is
0

frequently seen as irrational by the treatment-team. We think it

Is important to di tinguish patients who are incompetent to give

valid consent from those whose refusal is regarded as irrational..

(here is usually no irrationalrconsent, for doctors would not

propose a treatment that Vas irrational.) We should be able to

de ermine incompetence to give-Vain' consent prior to the Oving

or refusing of consent; irrational'refusal obviously, can ,only be

determined after the refusal. We propose that irrational refusal

of treatment never beltaken as'a sigh otoidcompetence to give

valid consent., if the patient's giving of consent would have been

regarded as valid'. This does not mean that it is never modally'

justified to ov.errule vali d" but irrational refusal of treatment,

but one.hould be clear about what one is doing. On e advantage°

of being clear in such oases is.that a change of mind (perhaps
.

due to the persuasfve abilities of the psychiatrist) by a

compeient.patient who has previously validly beu't irrationally

refused treatment can now be taken as valid consent; whereas if-

the patient had been regar d as irrcompet'ent to refuse valid

(consent, their subsequent consent would still nOt be valid.
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1. See "The Justification of Paternalism" by Bernard Gert and

Cliarles 11Culver ETHICS Vol 89, No. 2; January 1979: pp

199-2.10.
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What would it mean to be compe ent enough to consent to of-,-

refUie participation in research?

We.cannot begiA to answer` this question without first

appre iating the context in wh ch it arises. Before we can

intelligently discuss it, we'ne d to know why it is a questiori

worth asking, and answering:

qv
The concept of incompetency- -I will use this negativerv-----

rather than the positive term competency --is extremely murky as

far as law is concerned. Despite the long scholarly exegesei. of

the subject, the many mentions and uses of the term in the case

law, and its increasing appearance in statutes and regulations,

confusion still abounds about, incompetency.. I'do not propose to

set the record straight, nor to cure all of the evils today.

Instead, I hope to establish a:structure for thinking and talking -

about competency and incompetence, so that we may have a common

language,,and set of ideas to Work with in attemptihg to better

understand the concept.

At the outset, is perhaps best to indicate what the scope

of my concern is. The concept of incompetency arises in various

areas of law: the criminal justice system, the administration

decedents' estates, and the enforcement of contractual obligations

ate a few of the'more obvious ones. I do not intend to deal with

any of these, but only with incompetency in the medical decision-

plakihq process.

In the medical decision-making piocess-, as in the other areas

of law in which incompetency plays a role, there are two different

kinds of incompetenpy: #"de jure" and "de facto." be jur

o
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incompetency results from a determination by a court that an

individual is incompetent (usually referred to as an

"adjudication" of incompetency). An individuai.who is, adjudicated

incompetent is de jure,,or legally incompetent. Ordinarily, a

guardian is appointed to make for the individual those decisions

which the individual himsetf is incompetent to make. 'The-

adjudication may be plenary or it may be partial; in the former

4

case, the individual is deprived-'of all decisional authority of

legal significance, but in the latter case, the individual is

deprived only of decisional authority in a narrow area,- (There

is one other group f persons who are de jure incompetent but

whose status as such does not result from the action of a court.

This is,'of course, persons under the legal age of majority:

Usually a child needs no guardian appointed as his parents are

his natural guardians.)
A

. I will not, in this paper, unless spedifically indicated, be
0

discussing persons who are de jure incompetent--either minors are

adjudicated incompetents. Rather, I will deal

persons who are de facto incompetent --that is,

only with those

persons who are

thdught by medical authorities to be incompetent in fact to

participate in making decisions about medical treatment or_

s
teresearch. Ultimaly, regard.les, w

isLa judicial or medical uthority, some mea

is incompetent will havf to be deiiised. Thug, the conceptual

em involved in both kinda of incompetency will turn out to

the decision-maker

of iermining who

.

ows0=140ktpe,.same. ABefore we reach this conceptual problem, however,

me need to, know something about the legal, model of the medical

- x-40
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decision-making process which is the larger context in which the

problem of incompeten-cy arises.
=

THE LEGAL MODEL OF MEDICAL DECISION- MAKING

Law starts with the presumption that every individual has a

right to make Medical decisions fo 'his or her own care--what I

willorefer to as'the right decisional autonomy. This right

has deep roots in,the mmon-law tradition and more recently has

,found, positive s ction in the constitutional right of privacy as

well. Regar ess Of its source, the right of decisional autonomy

is implemen ed today thr ough what is referred to contemporarily

as the requirement of "informed consent." That is, before a

medkcal,liroceduv.a may be performed by a physician on a patient,

the physician must obtain the patient's "informed consent" to

treatment,

Informed consent is also. required before an individual may

participate in "research'; procedures, whether those. procedures

are intended to beneficial to the subject or not. The sqprcet
. ,

of the requirement of informbd consent to research is two-fold:it,too; is mandated by common law, 'and it .is mandated by

regulations issued by the Department of Health and Human Services t

pursuant to-federal. statutory authority.'

The right to decisional autonomy, as with all other rights,

-

'is not &bsolute. Another way of stating this is that there is a
,

presumption of decisional autonomy, but this presumption may be

overcome in ,certain situations. 4 good startin4 pointboth for

a discuthion of the role of incompetency in Medical decision-

., .

., .
t-
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making and of the situations in which the presumption may be

overcome is Judge Cardozo's dictum that "Every human being of

adult years and sound mind has a rig t to determine what shall be

done with his own body. "2 The presumption of decisional autonomy

is laid out straight away: "Every human being . has a right

to deterrdine what shall be done with his own body." The

,conditions under which the presumption can be overridden are not

specifically stated, but are clearly implied: when an individual

is not of "adult years" or not of "sound mind," he is not

permitted to exercise decisional autonomy. Thus, certain persons

are disqualified-from exercising decisional autonomy by virtue of

their age. This is an objective criterion, not a functional one.'

There are clearly some persons who are not adult in years but who

are adult in their ability to function in theworld; and the

converse is equkly true., Other persons are disqualified from

exercising the right of decisional,autonomy by. virtue of their

mental qualities. Whether this criterion_ is one based on status

or function is not imm diately clear. Indeed, it is the heart of

the matter with which we arg concerned, and far the remainder of

this discussion, I will be equating, at least loosely,

incompetency with,the "unsoundness of mind" referred to by-

Cardozo.3

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RIGHT OF DECISIONAL' AUTONOMY: THE
REQUIREMENT OF INFORMED CONSENT,

.

,

The individual's right of'decisional autonomy in Matters

mediCil is implemented through the requirement that adoctor

obtain a patierit's "informed consent" to research and trNtment



Informed consent

requirement that

treatment, which

illustration--of

to treatment is an outgrowth of-Zile earlier

a doctor must obtain a patient's "consent"' to

is'itself an outgrowth--or more properly, an

the ancient common-law protection accorded to

bodily integrity by the law of trespass. If one were "toucfied"

by another without-consent, that touching constituted a trespass

to the person, otherwise known as a battery. Even if no physical

harm, results, the non-consensual nature
9 of the, touching makes it

a legal wrong for Which redress. might be obtained under a writ of

trespass. Indeed, not only was absence of physical harm no

barrier to legal redress, a touching that benefited a person might

be grounds for a lawsuit as long as it was non-consensual!

Informed consent to research has its'origins primarily in

the Nuremberg trials following World War which several

German physicians, in cooperation with the government, performed

medical "exieriMents" on prisoners of war and Concentration camp

'detainees. One aspect of the NUreMberg judgment, referred to as

the Nuremberg Code, promulgates requirements for the ethical

conduct. of medical experiMentation, one of which is infoiine&

consent. 4
Subsequently, be World Health' Organization in its 1964

Declaration of Helsinki also subscribed tohe requirement of

informed tonsent to experimental procedures if the subject is
A.

competent. and from the "legal guardian" if the' Subject is not.5

It was not until 1966 that the U.S. Public Health Service

incorporated the substance of the.Nuremberg Cole and the

Declaration of Helsihki into guidelines for researchers, which
t-
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'were then modified and published as the "Intitutional Guide to

'DREW Policy on Protection of Human Sajects".in 1971. This then

became the basis for the pHEW regulations for the protection of

human subjects, Arst issuedin 1973/.and amended several times

since then.

st what must be done to obtain a patient's "informed

consent" to research and treatment is a matter of much dispute

and debate. What canhot be gainsaid are .two things: certain

information mustbe ptovAdedthe patient by the doctoi, and the

patient must give permission fOr the medical procedure to be

rendered. Simple as these two requirements may seem aefirst,

what is concealed is a great web of complexity in which the
,429-

problem of incompetende is entwined.

At this point I will merely point out what these issues are,,

.

withholding an attempt ,to resolve or =reconcile them until' after

a discusiion of: incompetency.
4.

1. InfOrma,ion disclosure. Patidnts, must be provided with.

,all information material to'making a ;decision whether to undergo

or forego treatment. !This informatioh must be provided by the

physician or i tigator or-by someone to whom this task has ,been

delegated, though they respo sibiity for seeing that it is
- 0*

:'properly,done remains that of the physician/investigator.

Patients'need notbe given information what they already know on,

which they can reasonably be assumed to know either by virtue of,4
their own experience or by virtue of the fact'that the information ,

..1/4

is commOn;knOwledge.. How the "materialAr" of particular
, 1

6

'information to making a decision is tObe determined is a matter

r-

O
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of hot dispute. The jurisdictions are about evenly divided

between two differing views, with some holding that the doctor is

obligated to disclose that information which a reasonable patient

Would find material to making a decision, and 'others holding that

materiality is to be determined by reference to prevailing medical

custom - -that is, what a reasonable doctor wouI tell a patient.

Among the kinds of things that the doctor t tell the patient-do",

are the material risks of treatment, the anticipated-benefits,

`and alternative kinds of treatments.

2. Consent. Whereas the problems associated with the

requirement of information disclosure are largely of A practical

naturl., the issues. associated with the "consent" requirement are

. primarily at a conceptual level. About'the onlything that is

-clear about consent,,is that the patient must give the doctor

permission. to Performthe procedure, but even that is subject to

some ivalificatiOn.8 The case law is.extremely'unclear-7and the

two dozen recently enacted informed consent statutes do not

'claiify the matter- -as to, whether anything more than (tiAie patient's

mere permission is required .7 What.could be required, in'

addition,,,,is permission based upon understanding of the

information that was disclosed: that is, understanding of the

nature and consequences of the proposed Medical procedures.8

'What could also be required is that the doctor makereasonable

efforts to determine wheth er the patient understands, and if the

patient does not, further to make reasonable efforts to attempt
ti

to get the patient to understand. If in'the final analysis, the

patient does not understandAhe information, it is unclear whether

-4 5
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or not the permission he gives providei the doctor with authority

to,perform the procedure, or even whether the patient's refusal

is binding on the,dociof.

If the patient,does not understand the/ information, it is

arguable that he is "incompetent," but the courts have not cleatly

spelled out the relationship, if any, between lack of under-

standing of the disclosed information.and incompetency, though I

'

will endeaVor to do so shortly.

The foregoing discussion of informed consent is based upon

the common-law requirements Which have-developed in malpractice

cases brought against doctors by'patients who have been injured

by therapeutic or diagnostic procedures of a nqp-research nature.

Although we, can say with a high degree ofcertainty that these

requirements are also applicable'to'research procedures, there

are few reported cases involving reseaAhprocedures.9

Whatever uncertainty there,might be about the applicability

of the common-law informed consent requitementsresearch pro-

cedures- -and I suggest that there ought to be noneshould be

dispelled by the informed.consent requi*ment mandated by DHHS
. ,

regulations, which, hov'Ner, are limitedeim,their applicability

47
to research supported by DHHS grant or contract. 10 Informed

consent is defined as

the.knowingnSent'of an tndividue or his

_
,

.

legally authorized representative, so situated
as to be able to exercise free power of choice
without undUe inducethenfsor any element of

-

force, fraud, deceit, duress,-or other form
of ,constraint or .coercion. If* basic elements
of information necessary to such0consent
include:

'4
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(11 A fair explanation of the procedures
to be followed, and their purposes, including
identificatiowbf any procedures which are
experimental;

(2) A description of any attendant
discomforts and risks reasonably to be
expected; ,

(3) A description of any, benefitS
reasonably to be expected;

(4) A disclosure of any appropriate,
alternative procedures that might. be
advantageous for the subject;

(5) An offer to answer any inquiries
concerning the procedures;

(6) An instruction that the person is do
free to withdraw his consent and to dis-
Continue participation in theproject or -
activity at any time without prejudice to the
subject; and

(TY With respect to biordedical or ,rw

behavioral researchwhich,may result in
physidal injury; an explanation as towhether
compensation and medical treatment is,
available if physicial injury occurs and,
so, what it consists of or where further

,

information may be obtained . . 11
,

Although there are some concrete differences betweeri the

common -law and regulatory requirements for informed consent, there .

,

are no conceptUal differences. -Both require that 41) relevant,,
/

information be provided:the.patient/subject, (2) that corksentbe

obtained, (3) that the patient/subject be so situated as to.be
i

.

able to render a voluntary decision, and 0) that the'

patient/sUbject be competent. AlViough there is no explicit

requirement in the regulations tha = ubjects be. competent this

requirement, is implicit in the stateme t,that informed consent q

..
..r. -, f

we

t

A
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Must be obtained from the individual or his legally authorized

representative.
12

vrts

MODELS OF INFORMED CONSENT: DIFFERING NOTIONS OF WHAT
INCOMPETENCY IS

There.is considerable haziness as to just what role

competencyplaysin informed consent and thus in the #''

implementation of the ndividual's right of decisional-autonomy.

This haziness arises for at least two reasons: '(1) confusion-over

the conceptualization of incompetency, that is confusion over the

relationship between incompetency and other aspects oflinfprmed

consent; and (2) corifusion over what, incompetency Me =that is,

over the tests of incompetency., A thircireason--tOic mplicate,
V

matters even more--is that there ds some overlap between these

-'two foregoihg areas of confusion!

(1)% 'Confusion, over the,r#lationshik between incom ency

and Other aspects of unformed- consent. Statements abound in the
- 4

judicial cases to the effect that only a competent individual may

render consent fsr his own medical treatment. Thus, although the

informed condentrequirement obligates the doctor to make

disclosure and obtain.
6° :

patient is incompdtent

'requirement obligates

consent, these duties are suspended if the

. ThUs, although the informed consent

the doctor to make disclosure and obtain

. consen, these Auties art suspended'if the patient is incompetent. .

. ,
4Tac

Tile Restatement of Torts puts it this walf:*--,"To be effective,

/consent must, be . one whO has the capacity to consent
Ill..' 10

. ."Y; To take:the most extreme example of incompetency if

,a "patient-is.unCondcious, the doctor ohyiously need not make dis-

48
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closure nor attempt to obtain'the patient's cOnsent. These duties

are also suspended in less extreme situations such as where the

patient is highly intoxicated ,6*

In this view, incompetency is a conditibn, which if

satisfied, calls into question the doctor's obligation to make

disclosure and obtain consent. I will refer to this as "threshold

incompetency," for if there is clear-cut evidenceof incompetency

at the threshold, the physician need not bother to attempt to

inform'the patient and obtain his consent to treatment., This of

course does not mean that the physician is then free to render.

any treatment that may be necessary. Rather, in all caset except

the most e#gent,15 the physician must obtain informed consent

/f from the patient's proxy, or, in the language. c) the federalr

regulations,. the patients "legally authorized representative.16

Where there is less clear evidence of incompetency--such as where

a patient is mentally retarded but not-profoundly sb- is should

serve to alert the physiciap/investigator that the presum tion of

competency which ordinarily prevails--that is, the presuipti

that the patient is entitled to make his own medical decisions-

might not be operational in this barticulartc.is-./

If the patient does not fail the test of/threshold incom-

loetency, the informed, consent requireme obligates the doctor
111

make disclosure to the patient. If nformed consent is-viewed--

5555

-43

to

as it should be--as something more than a simple stimulus response

model invPing the input of Information by the doctor into the

'patient-and the spewing forth of a consent or refusal by the

patient, 'the doctor will.undoubtedry engage in a conversation with

49



the patient. This conversation will

conversations do, a give-and-take of

telling the patient some-things, the

verbally and behaviorally with indi

involve, as most

information, with the docto

patj.ent re on-dinacdth

ons of comprehension or

confiTion, with the patient occasionally asking questions of the

doctor, and the doctor probably asking questions of the patient.

In the course of thiS conversation, the doctor may begin to.$
.

e

suspect that the patient is incompetent. This suspici6fi may

encourage the doctor .to probe more deeply to termiine whether

the patient understands what the doctii hasdisclOsed. This

probing may be accomplished by direct and indirect verbal

questioning, or it may be done more subtly and indirectly. As

lone as the doctor maintains an interrogative posture toward the

patient=thatis, -so long as Ileor4she4is on the look-out for s'
9

A
whether the *patient understandS=-the:d6ttor'is likely to obtaih.:

, 4A,
, . g"' A,

a feeling"for the extent ot'thepagent

addition to being thougihtof.as',a4irecond
..), NA--) °

'.'

duty to disclose informatiOn and obtaih-cohWt*
, incompetency can

,
,. r p _

also be thought of as arising after.infoimatit a

as,b4en
.

.

disclosed, and usually
e-.

ay in' the-process ofObt iainng,the patient's
.

_.----
..

consent. I will refertO this concept of incompetency as "process
,

44

a

prehension. Thus, in
.

n to the doctor 's

competency.'>,',

oct

sorts of incompetency determinations x.e'routinely made
. -

rs.. The Ode illation of threshol incompetency involves

a gene 4 al i g up" of the patient, by the ton. 'This may
o

ur t 1 \y, unconsciously, did usually will hen the patient is

1 rly not.in np-etent. However, in other situations gross

:-

' 5.6



features of the patient such as. obvious alcohol or drug intoxica-

,tion, obvious hallucinations or manifest delusi ons4, serious mental

retardation, 'or severe sensory disorders such as blindness or

deafness will alert the doctor to the possibility, if not

likelihood,'that the patient is incompetent.t) The stronger the

probability of incompetency, the less likely thedoctor will even

attempt to obtain informed consent from the patient.

If the patient's incompetency either at the threshold or in

the process of disclosure is apparent, the patient's decision

about treatment (if any is expressed) need not be' honored, and
rfti

the decision as to whether and,how.the patient is to be treated

'iay be made without the patienfts further participation. Indeed,

a \doctor who renders the treatment on tile basis of the permission
111-

of an incompetent runs the risk of liability for battery.

Similarly, the doctorlr/ho declines to treat on the,basis of the

refusal'of an incompetent patient runs the-risk of liability for

. breach of his fiduciary duty to the patient.17

I'have, attempted to sketch out three different ways in which

incompetency can be conceptualized: threshold incompetency,

process incompetency, and a combination of e two. But

regaidIess.of how incompetency is viewed as relating to the larger

process of medical decision-making we can delay no longer a.
0

-discussion of what incompetency "ds:P

(2) Confusion zar what incom etenc means: "tests" of,

incompetency. Incompetency may,be de ed°either in status or

functional terms. That is, certain persons may be . disqualified

from exercising, their right of decisional ...autonomy either on the
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basis of some status they occupy, or because they lhck,the

capacity to-perform some function.

ki/' Statue tests of incompetency. This method of

determining incompetency foduses on certain qualities of the

person whose competency is in question as a person, rather'than

as a patient, that is, outside the medical decision-making context

rather than within it. This test functions by comparing the

person in question with a hypothetical average person. To the
-7

extent that there is-a gross devi'ation between the two, the person

in question is said to be incompetent. These include

(1) permanent conditions such as severe mental retardation, (2)

temporary conditions such as intoxication, or (p) transitory or

subjective characteristics of the person such as physical appear-

ance, peculiar behavior, or symptoms' of psychosis. To some

extent, these tests employ functional criteria, but not ones'

specifically relevant to medical decisi4-making. Indeed,, most

of the-status labels denote functional disabilities of some sort,

but instead of functional criteria for medical decision-
.

making directly, status,tests measure them indirectly by focusing

on features from which medical decision-mkaing,,capacity may be

inferred. That is, we conclude without actually measuring that

an individual occupying a given factual
18

status is incapable of

participating in the medical decision-making process.
:.,

. .

b. Functional tests of incompetency, n general, a
, .

-functional test of incompetency seeks to answer the question "Is.
..1 ,

.
.

this patieTit able to participate in the medical decision-making

process"?." A negative answer,to this question results in a finding

'Nbr
4

52,
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that the patient is "incompetent," thus depriving the patient of
(

decisional autonomy. In fact, this very question.Woht be taken

as a "test" of incompetency; except that it is so general as to

be all but useless, in particular cases. Rather, it is necessary

to specify particular features of the medical decision-making

procesi which, if lacking, would render the individual 'unable to

participate in the process to the extent required by law. ..

Functional test of incompetency are unconcerned with the

patient's, status qua status. 'Thus if a patient is, for example,

"mentally ill," the presumption of competency is not automatically

overcome. However, depending upon which functional test is
A '

utilized to determine incompetency, the effects which the mental

illness has oh,the patient's cognitisie abilities maybe taken into

account, and may, but need not necessarily, lead to the cbnclu-

sion that the patientii incoipetenti

(1) Absence of decision. -One functional test of,'

incompetency focnses on the abience or presence of a decision by

the patient. A patient who,chooses one treatment rather than

another, or no treatment'at all, is deemed competent, frthe

patient makes a choice, there,is.nosfurther scrutiny of the manner'

in which he makes the choice, the reasons given for the decision,'

or the nature of 'the decision itself: By contrast, a patient who

makes
..
no choice When presented with the opportunity to do so is

,..

,'
deemed incompetent. The mere failure to manifest a choice is"

. - e .

determinative of incompetency. The'p rson who is 'mute_ when asked

to make a choice may well Be incapabl of receiving or commufiicat-,

ing information, or such a person maybe psychotic. If that is.

1,1
0. \



the case, this functional test of incompetency may well overlap

with the status tests of incompetency: Thi's test,of incompetency

allows the presumption of decisional autonomy.to remain,

undisturbed unless there is extremely strong evidende of

incompetency. or to-put .it slightly differently, this test

establishe6 an extremely high level'of dysfunctioning as the test

of incompetency.

(2) Nature of decision-making process. Other tests of

incompetency focus on the nature of the decision-making process

employed by, the patient. After the patient is provided with "the

information mandated 'by the informed consent requirement, the
o

doctor makes inguiiy into-the manner in which the patient makes

a decision concerning. treatment. Certain ways of making decisions

could be viewed as acceptable, and others as unacceptable. A

patient who.employs an Unacceptable means of making a decision is

labelled. incompetent.
$ i

These apprdaches to4thedetermination of incompetency.are
, 0 /

grounded in the view that if a patient is able to make a decision

but is unable to make, it in the preferred manner, then the
-

decision is something less of a decision.and less.deserves to be

honored.' The problem with-this approach is that it is

'fundamentally. inconsistent with the.broad legal' and ethical basis

of the informed consent doctrine which permits patients to make

decisions for their own idiosyncratic'reasons if they,,,so choose.

Put another way, the doctor's duty of disclosure is intendedIac,

-7 enable patients to make their deciglons on the'basis of 'that- e

nformation, but not to require that they do so.

I

4,8 ,
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(a) Failure.to a ticulate'reasons in support of the

decision. A'patient wh is able to-manifest a choice, and thus
, !

pass the "abtence ofAcisioe-test, May still not be able to

articulate.reasons in support of that choice. r-Urider tHis view,

such a patient'ip deemed'incompetent. This test would find more
.4,

persons incompetent than "absence of decision" test.

(b) Failure to articulate rational reasons in support of

the- decision. A person who could articulate' a basis for his

decision might still not be 'able to articulate rational reasons

for that 'decision. That is, a patient might be deemed incompetent

if the basis fot the decision does not reflect both the

Information prdilided by the physician or other articulable

reality-based information. This information need not necessarily,
*

,

.
' be objectively factpl; indeed the subjeCtive value preferences

& _ 11-..
.of the articular patient such as his tolerance for pain and',, ,

suffering, and his'business, sociai,"and.personal obligations

-which,-,7.;m.1,ght---.be-compromised by treatment would"ail be legitimate

reasons.for a decision for or against treatment: By contrast,

non-objectively verifiable reasons--such.as hallucinations or

delusions--could be deemed.non-rational grol2nds fo decision which
,Would deprive the patient of his decisional autonomy ,Needless

to say, this test of incompetency is far more subjective than

either of the foregoing tests

(c) Failure to employ a utilitarian calculus. An even

.stiffer test of incompetency--that is one which would deprive a

far greater proportion 'of persons of their decisional autonomy--

focuses on the patient's use of a,utilitarian calculus to arrive

49
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at a 'decision. . This test is suggested in the first instance by

the informed consent requirement itself which, beCause it requires

the doctor to disclose risks and benefits to the patient, could -

be construed as suggesting that 'the patient should weigh risks

° against benefits. A patient could easily, articulate rational

-reasons in support of the decision that he malfes yet fail toweigh
40 , -

the benefits of a particular course of action against the risks.

This, test is even more subjective than the foregoing one because

it not only requires the tester of incompetency to determine the

factual veracity of a particular reason, but requires the

evalliation of the weight given to particular benefits and risks,

which is an inherently Subjective nterprise.

(3) Nature of decision. Inc° etehcY could also be tested

by reference 't6 the outcome of the decision-making process, rather

than by reference to the nature of the process. For instance,

the failure to make a decisibn that is in accordance with sbme

externally verifiable standard might be deemed to render the

patient'-indom

k`
6

dreasbnable,person would decide under the, same circumstances, or

(b) what the physician has recommended. For example, any pitient

who choose, no treatment over treatment, or a risky treatment ove

a less risky one cpuld.be deemed incompetent if a hypothetical

"reasonable pefSon"-.would not make such a choice. Or a patient

50
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whose decision is different from the doctor's recommendation could

bedeemed incompetent.

do not actually do so,

Such tests verge on undermining, if they

the' pagent's decisional autonomy by

6



honoring its exercise only where it is congruent with societal

standards.

® (4) Lack understanding of "informed-consent" information.

,Another functional approach to .incompetency involves- determining,

whether or not the patient understands the information relevant
_ .

to rendering an informed consent. There are two varients on this'

test:

51.

,(a)` Actual understanding, The.mdst straightforward way of

applying _this test is for the doctdi (or other person) who has

made disclosure to the patient of 'tfie requisite information

determine whether: or not the patient understands it. A patient

who does not understand the inforliation is deemed incompetent,
O , . ,

and deprive&-of his decisional autonomy.' No inquiry need be made

-into4how.the patient uses the information or even whether. he. uses

it; nor'need there beaany scrutiny of the reasons that the patien.

has for making a.decision, nor of:the nature of the decision'
4

Uhelf.: Rather, 'if. the patient does not widerStand the ihforma-
,

, e.ie deemed incompetentand-deprived of his right of

. ''.decisional autonomy.
,.. .. . .

, , .
A serious, can occur An the administration of sucha

. . ,

test from the fact that ,undeistanding" is, rarely if ever a simple
i.,

, .

yes-or-no matter'. And further, since,there is not merely one

discrete bit of information that is disCioied but a range of

information about risks, benefits, alternatives, and the mature
. _

of the prodeduke, as well as varying magnitudes and probabilities

of risk and benefit, the measurement:elf understanding is a highly
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,complex undertaking, to say nothing of establishing, the level of-

adequacy of understanding.

This test, best illustrates the conceptual overlap betWee9*

incompet ency and the "consent" element of informed consent. If
e ,

consent means more than.mere permission, as I earlier suggested

that it does, aneirivolves the giving of termission'with an

understanding of the nature .andior consequences of the touching
-

that is to occur, then a reqqirement of competency is redundant.

That is, when the courts state that a doctor may-render treatment

only'on the basis of the inform ed consent of a cOmpeterit person,

they are either engaging' a redundancy or they are requirihg

something else in addition to understanding of the' disclosed

information.
f

'(b) to understand (potential understanding).'

Instead of measuring directly the,-patient's understanding of the

'information given by the directly,'the patient' understanding of ,

this/information could be determined inferentially. The patient,

might be administered a formal intelligence test, for

Or the,p4tient"s ability to understand informed - consent i175o a-

tion mighti inferred/from informal conversation with the

pitient,..No matter what the basis' of th011.inference, this variant

encounters the'same problems as the %test based on actual

.understanding. Moreover, ,a further problem is introduced by the
.

fact that the logical inference that is made may not be valid.

This variant i,s similar to status tests ofincompetendy,because

it seeks to determine a patient's competency without direCtly
0

measuring it, but ingteadJbm inferring it from something else.
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Any test which seeks to determine "understanding" is

particularly susceptible to the same problem that occurs with the

"rational reasons" or- "nature of decision-making" tests. In

attempting to gauge understanding, the
(values of the tester play: . --

an insidibus, and.probablyunavoidable, role. Not only does the

tester's view of'what constitutes understanding affect e

i(
determination of incompetency, but the initial selection of the

information that th&patient'is to be tested on. reflects the

4/x

impotance.that the rteste attaches 't.0 whattinfdrmation 0oulid be.

un erstood in order tob Viewedas competent. Thus the.personal

identity and profes'sidnal allegiance of the tester play a highly
,

influential role-in determining whether the patient is

incompetent.

TESTS'OF INCOMPETENCY AND RESEARCH *EJECTS'

Returning to our original concern-- "What would it. ean to be

competent enough or refuse. participation in r- -several

things are how clear:

ahis_guestir_is_worth asking and -answeAng. -Thitigbecause

in order to authorize one's own, participation as a research

subject; one must be able to render informed consent.. And, in'

order to render. informed consent, one must be "competent".,--or, as

I-prefer to put it, one must not be incompetent.

There,is a difficulty in specifyihg what it means to. be

competent to make a decision-tollertipate in research because

it is'uncertain how incompetencyto be measured. I have

described two different approaches to the determination of,
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inconiDetencystatus and func
A .

onal testsand there are several

variants on each of these gene al.approaches. No authoritative

law-making body has .ever, to the bedt of my, knowledge,

authoritatively specified how incompetencY is:to be determined.

There are some dicta in cases, but sin the question has never

been squarely presented for consider ion, thereis no

authoritative holding'On the matter as yet.' A

Because of the legal "presum tion of'competency," that is,

that all persons are presumed 'c mpetent until an authoritative

determination is made to the ontrai.yand it is not at all clear

who is to make such a dete inationwe should approach our

question in a slightly different way. Instead of asking "What

would,it mean to be competent enough to consent or refuse

participation in research?" we should ask "What would it mean to
5

be incompetent enough not to be able to.partidipate in research?"

ough, the grarnmaticadtierence e the two questions is

slight, the legal difference is duch greater. As a result of the

le a .,.: mpetency, allnaersons'are. preslimed.

,competen't to consent'to`or.refuse to participate in research.

Their decisional autonomy may be stripped 'Sway only on a showing

of ncompetency. InvestigatOrs need not be concerned at the

outset .4 ether a person jis competent tobe.a'subjecit; the

' investigator is entitled tosass'unie that the perion is. Rather ;'
b

investigators need only,beHAlert to evidence that the subject is

incompetent, at which point participationshould either be denied

or discontinued, depending on whether there is threshold or

process incompetency.

GO

10-
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Now must finally mop begging the question. .Suppose we
, -

Yi suspect inco etency. How do we,assure ourselves that the subject $.
41is 'or is pot incompetent? Given the multitudeof tests proposed,

which one should be' applied? 4

rdcommend a conjunctive approach utilizing both-threshold

and process tests of incompetency. If the patient suffers from

' any serious physical .or mental infirmities, incompetency should

be suspected and further determinations made. If the patient

not clearly incompetent at, the threshold,°disclosure should be, , -
.

made to the potential subject of the legally mandated inforMation--
r

that is, that information required both under ifedgral regulations
. =.1
glv. .

and under applicable 'state la;.7, though Ordinarily this'Will be

the same information, and a process-test of incompetency should
,..

then be applied. 4

Which one? 'The lack of clarity.in law as-to hoviincompetencym

is to be determined--that is, which test of incompetency is to be

applied--results-from-two-problems ;'one ideolOgical,, the other.'
O

pragmatic. The ideological problem has its origins in 'the fact

that there is no clear7cut s cietal consensus as to how competing.-
,.1

,

values im
%

the medical decis on-making process are to be' .,

;

.

.p.

reconciled.?
.9

Therefore, because of the lack of consensus, it is

notpossible to be sure of which test. to select. The pragmatic

'problems.ariseqrom the tremendous difficulty ,in applying abstract

tests--assuming we first know which oie to use-=t6.concrete cases

with any assurance o validity and reliability.
O

The "absence-of-decision" test of incompetency most honors

individual autonomy,20 since it permits the subject to govern his
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own-destiny regardless of the manna'. in which he makes a decision,

;and regardless-of what the reasons for the decision may be.

Hiewever, this test places great strains

health and in.assuring the integrity of.

since-its Application may result in the

on society's interegtim f

the health professions;./

denial of highly

\beneficial treatment td very sick people.

At the'other extreme is the'"nature of-decision" test.!

Because it honors-only those decisio s of a subject which

1 correspond in nature with those,es lished by an ext rnal

standard -, it thoroughly undermines the value of inqvidual

.autonomy, by disproportionately favoring society'

health and in the,professions.

interest in

The other tests--"lack of.understandin ," and "failure to

*articulate reasons"--fall somewhere betwe n these two extremes

and thus do not unduly-favor either -conk el-iation-oe values to

the exclusion of the others.,Each has aspects to cOmmend itself,
!= /

.

as. well 'aSHiifficulti es' militating against its use.

56
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./---- 1-recommend starting with the " A ctual-understandini" test'.
/

.

This test%commehds itse1f7atove al/.others'because it is implicit
,-: .

9in the idea of "consent." Probl s otadministration of this test

are not insubstantial, but a'common-sense approach in which the ..

investigator has a conversati h with the prospective subject about

. the Information relevant to he research is likely to tip-off the.

investigator" to any misapp ehensions that the subject may, hgrbor.

More specifically, tfhe investigator should be focusing on

the patient's understan ing of those things which the common -law
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-and-regulatory definitions of informed consent require disclosure
21

of:

,

4 (a) The fact of being a research subject. The first

requirement of the regulatory definition of infotmed tonsent is

that the subject be informed of "the procedures to be followed,

and their purposes, including identification of any,ptocedures

which are. txperimental." Another requirement is that the
4.. .e

subject is to beiprovided witha "description of any benefits

. -reasonably td be expected." .Alt4ough the regulations do not

explicitly state this, the language of these two provisions can

be fairly read to require that the subject be told that he is a

research subject. This is probably tfie.mast important aspecipof
.

into ed consent to-research, and thus the sUbjet should

understan that he is a research subject. In the case of non-,K-
.16

benefici122 Search, the subject must be told and.understand

that the primary rpose of the procedures to Which he will be

subjected are to acqui e knowledge and not to benefithim
a

perSonally and directly.- Isere the research is beneficial,, the

subject must be told that the py ose of the. procedures is not

solely for his benefit, but in part for -his ehefit and in part

for the acquisition of knowledge more generally.

These are fairly' sophisticated conceptb. I have seed

intelligent law students experience sonde difficulty in under-
.- 0

standing the difference between therapy and ieseareh.. it is no

wonder that,patients, and especially menally ill patients, have

diffidulty with this concept.

63
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(b) Alternatives to.participation--Both-the7co on law and^.

the federal regUlations require that subjec*be informed of, "any \

appropriate alternative prqcedures that mighZ-be
'44-

. . Thus the subject oug4t to .understand,

beneficial research, that there are other things

could do to provide relief -from illnes's or -injury. ,

alternatives are not,thempelyeeexperimental, the. subject - should

I
advantageous

inithe case of

that the doctor .

'Where the

understand that*fact, and vice-Visa.
,

''n (C) Right to terminate peiOlcipation. The subject. should
-,

. ':-.-., 4N-.--

be'told'and should understand` that consent to,participate is
. .

.

revocable at any point, and .that there wjltl]_be no,collaterarloss
G7

Ai.4

14of privileges as a conseqUence of With aliel$4 1 ,is far easier
,

, s
. .tr` '

,,.,

.to state in the abstract than .to explain concretery to a subjeCt
_ ,

r,
and it is likely that it ios far more difficult for ttle.subjCt to

-understand-than-it is even to' explain. Clearly, withdrawal from

a research` protocol may have some legitimate untoward consequences

for-the subject:, such'asthe fact that he may now haye to pay for

care that.waspreviously being financed by.research grant funds.

Thus, to boldly tell the patientro, as'the federal regulationg

require, that he free . . disContinue participation in

the project or,activity at any time without p judice . . ." is

iust.not so. Therefore, determiningowhether br.not.the subject

-"understande the right-tc.1 withdraw is extremely difficult to
4

determine because it is not at all'clear what the extent of the

right is.

(d), Righq'not to participate. Neither the federal

regulations nor the case law explicitly requires the investigator
-

58
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to inform potential subjects of their right not to be research'

subjects owever, this right is implicit in and fundamental to

the notion of informed consent. Thup, potential subjects ought-

to understand that they are free not to enter the research

protocol; and of coUrse they should be told this. J suppose that

they should also be told that they are fre4 not to be subjects

-"without prejudice," but-this is even hazier here than with

respeCt to the right to withdraw..

- Take for example the patient who is admitted to a clinical

research ward in a psychiatric'hOspital. If the patient refuses

to participate, in a given research protocol or in any protocol,

there is no reason for him to be hospitalized on.a- research ward,.

mid in some cases there may be no reason for him to be

hospitalized at all. In'ordee to obtain the patient's informed

consent, epatient has to be told about alternatives.

Alternatives to being on search ward may include being

hospitalized ersewhere in tie hospital, 'ng treated as an

outpatient,-being sent-to another hospital, or not ng treated

all. If the patient is admitted to,a research ward, and

O

59

refuses to ticipate inia research Protocol (or withdraws from

one), one of these a dtives will come into play. And might

they not constitute "prejudice o the suOject? Thus to comply

with one requirement of informed conse is to deny fulfillment

of another.

(e) Other aspects,of understanding. Similar the subjeCtt.

should understand all of the other information that he is given--

abOut risks' and discomforts, having' questions answeied, and
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. the (non)availability of compensation for research-induce&

injuries.

The foregoing is what should be done if an '!actual.-

understanding" test of incompetency is to be applied.

If-taken.seriously,.lit establishes a very high.stanOard of

competency, which may-disqualify potentially lalge"numbers of

persons from'exercising decisional autonomy. At the'same time,

however, since an incompetent person cannot be made a 'research

subject without the consent of his .legally authorized

representative, it is possible that the added factor of third-

party review of the decision to be admitted into d research

-protbcol will afford added protection to subjects against

'unreasonable risk-taking.

It is possible, however, hat a patient may "pass" an

60

"aCtual-understanding" tes( and yet leave a feeling in the

`:investigator that hg does not really understand what the research

is all About. This may be the case because the subject is unable

to articulat'e,any'reasons or is unable7to articulate rational

reasons in support of his decision,, because the'subject does not ,

weigh -risks agains'Ebenefits'inilaking his decision, or because

the subject declines to participate in benefidial research when

there are no alternative treatments (i.e.;7= becauseof the nature-

of the subject's decision). That is, the Patient may pass-one

test ofincompetency but fail-another.

66
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SO4ME THOUGHTS - ON' "UNDERSTANQING" IS IS NOT

thaweThe foregoing discussion suggests--and Ibelie

\wOuld all agree from our experi ce.--that one can understand
AA,

discrete aspects of a problem without ving a complete grasp of
f . V' 4

the whole-problem; that is, the who may be g ter' than the sum

of the parts.' ' ,
.

. i belie;te Vat a subject could "pass" an'understanding test
., .

. ,-

ofvincompetenCy,
,

yet leave tht investigator dissatisfied that he

. really understood what the'researcliwas)-ail about even at\1

laymars'level. This statement assumes that we are able to

determine-what ',passing" an understanding test would involve; I

.

f 11, e

am not sure that we .can. Atthis point, I will pot actually trYo

to do so, but merely content myself 4ith specifying some of the

issues that will arise in such an undertaking.
. .

First, mere parroting of information doe's not, constitute

understanding. As I havenoted elsewhere, too,mAny empirical

studies of informed content,conclude that patients do not

"."' understand, when what they really mean is that with the passage'

0

of time, patients tend to forget what
_
they were told. However,

. 0. ,,,.,, ,

some minimal amount oT retention of-information is a-prerequisite a
. ,

, .
.

,

.

to genuine understanding, whatever it, may be.° Thus, while lack
. ,

ofshott-term reCall.,,is evidence,of.elack of .;genuine ,,
0

understanding, the converse 'is.not so:
,

the ability to recall and

repeat what,one has been,told should not r mistaken foilqenuine. -

.
.

, A 40

'understanding. '' \
r

At the other end-of the spectrum, neither is genuine under--;

standing dn thiS context' to be equated with that. level of under-

a
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standing which'the inyestigator'himself or other, scientifically

trained persons might have. Something tar less than that level

of understanding will suffice for a-subject to be considered not

ti

ncompetent to give informed consent to participate in research.

Whit degree of understanding, then, is sufficient? This

cannot be defined with precisidn, and even'a description is

difficult. Courts
A

have used the term "appreciate*" in their

discussions of consent and competency. That is, the subject.

should not merely be able to repeat information that he has bee

given, but should appreciate its significance in the context.

The context that is relevant may include the facts that the..

-individual is' a researbh subject; that he is a patient; that he

is in a hospital; that the personspeaking with him ,is a

physician; that the procedures are or are not being perforMed in

whole'or in part for the acquisition. of knowledge. In short, the
)

subject must be able to integrate the relevant information into

a meaningful'whole. 23

CoNCLIISION

The enterprise of'determining what it means to be competent

enough to consent to or refuse. participation in research is

fraught with perils on both ends, At one extreme, we run the risk

of setting the level of competency so high that few will attain

it, and as a result demi'the.fundamehtal right of, decisional

autonomy to all but a few. At the other extreme, we take the

chance of setting the level of competency so low ghat great

number of peresons gill subject themselves to the risks pe

partial ting,in befieficial'research or to the risks of not

, $+ 68 1
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pariticipating in beheficial research which they do not genuinely

desire to take.

The risks are not solely to the individual. There are risks

to society from setting the level of competence too high or too

low. By setting,it too high, we may assure that valuable research
/*

ig-hOt undertaken.,. with the consequent loss of potential social

benefit. By setting it too low, we -run t.he risk that many people

who need treatment may not get it or that people who do not,.will.
No.

Either-type of error has social costs as well as individual costs.

A
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(__lk, 45 C.F.R. at 46.103 (c). The federal regulations carefully skirt

the problem of who qualifies as,a "legallitauthorized representative", ,

leaving. the matter to be determined according to state law. The problem
,

igith this solution is that in few states is ie law particularlyclear
i4

on who qualifies'as a legally authorized representative. In only two

states,'Lcuisiana and Utah, where there are specific statutes is the

matter clear. ,(See generally, Meisel .& Kabnick, "Informed Consent to
o

-Medical Treatment: An Analysis.of Recent Legislation." 41,-U; PIM L.

RE1r.407, 458-66 (1980). However, in all states, a petition can be .

filed in a court of appropriate jurisdiction to have an individual

adjudicated incompetent and a, guardian appointed. Where this has

already been done prior to the person's entry into a'research protocol,

the guardian may have the authority under state law to authorize

participation as a research subject. 'Whether the guardian does'have such

authority is dependent both on the scope.ofthe court decree adjudicating
.

the individual incompetent, and'appliCable case law of which there is

little.or none.' Alternatively, an individual may be adjudicated

_incompetent for the very purpospof rendering medical treatment, either
.

in a'research protoCol or operwi4e. If the court finds the person
d

incompetent and appoints'a guardian, it will then be for the specific

purpose of deciding whether or not to permit the\ individual to be a

research subject.

4
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a both situations -- adjudication of incompetency before the issue

of research arises, amd'adjudication of incompetency in contemplation of

medical research--the Court will have to determine whether the individual

is incompetent, and in so doing haveto apply some test of incompetency.
,

Thus the matter of how incompetency is to.be determined arises whether the

determination is made-by a judicial or medical authority.

17. Wheilimi the process is terminated at the threshold, that is, before it

even begins, or whether it is terminated at some point in the course of

making disclosure and obtaining consent, the label of "incompetency4 is still

applied to the patient. As a resat of this abelling, certain things

should ensure as a matter of law, First, no conventional treatment should
,

be rendered, unless there, are extremely exigent circumstances.. Instead ,\

a proxy decision.:maker must be obtained. As a matter of practice--a

practice that is so deeply embedded thit it may as well be deemed a mater
. ,

of law,.if in truth it'is notdote family members are usually consulted

and informed consent obtained from them.

This practice has begun to be called into question in cases involving

the rendition Of extraordinary forms bfmedical care, but as of yet there

is no. definitive law jugging the propriety of thispractice in routine

situations.

0



In some cases, there are no family members to whom the doctor can turn

to obtain informed consent. (Some states Have statutes permitting the hospital
1110

director to authorize medical treatment for involvuntarily'cammitted mental

patients). In other situations, the family members may be in disagreement

a§ to what should be done or may, after being informed, refuse rather than

consent to treatment for the patient in question. In such cases, the

doctor is faced with the choice of whether or not to instititte judicialV$

proceedings to have the patient declared incompetent as a matter of law,

and to have a guardian appointed to authorize the recommended medical

. care.

Whether or not a doctor is obligatedto institute proceedings to

Sm.

obtain a judicial declaiation of incompetency under these circumstances,

or whether he may merely decline to render the recommended treatment on

the ground that the patient has not "consented" because incompetent to

do so has never, to my knowledge, been explicitly ruled upon. But see,

Steele v. Woods, 327 S.W.2d 187, 198 (Mo.1959) (dictum). I would-

venture, however, that since the nature of the doctor-patient

relationship has repeatedly been said by courts to be a "fiduciary one",

conferring upon the doctor the utmost obligation of fail dealing with

and!protection!of the patient, that any harm that accrued to a patient

- 'who 'was not treated because he could not competently consent and because

the doctor failed, to obtain a judicial,.3ruling upon-the patient's

competency might well render the doctor liable.

.49
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A full%diicussion of the problag of proxy decision-making

are beyond the tounds of the-present topic.

say thit despite some legislative foriis into
, .

7 /
recent years, the law is extremely unclear as

be done when a patient is incompetent.

Suffice it to,-

this area in

to whit should.

18. As I mentioned earlier, a peison is incompetent if he

Occupies a particular legal status such asa child or a
.

person adjudicated Incompetentbya court. In these cases,

the person is probably also incompetent to make medical

decisions, but
.
in the context of the current discussion, J am

......-.

; ,

not referring to these &ups when I use the concept of

"status-incompetency". % c

19. For a more detailed discussion of the values, see Meisel,

op, cit. at ref. 15 supra.

A4*

.20. See Roth Meisel, & Lich, 'Tests of Competency to Consent to

4

Treatment". 1977, Am. J.-Psychiat.

2I. See 45 C.F.R. at 46.103 (c).

1st .
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22. "Non-beneficial" research is a term of art -- synonomous with

"non- therapeutic" research -- used to denote a particular,

research procedure which ip,not intended to confer direct;

therapeutic benefit on the subject, but-is intended only to

acquire knowledge. Non=b-eneficial research may, in fact,

confer benefit on the subject; the distinction between----

and beneficial research has to do with the instigator's'

intent, not with the reasonably fbreseeaile consequence.

23. I do not contend that he must be able to view t

in the same way that the investigator does; nor

^Yr

able to understand the view of the information

investigator holt though gjesking it himself.

the inv7tigator,may tell the patientilhat the purpose

information

hat he be'

t the

For example,

procedure is to relieve his depression.. e subject may be

able to explain that the investigator believes t a

.
procedure is intended to relieve depression. But the subj

may himself believe that the procedure is intended to kill

./
him. If this is the case, .I do not believe that the subject

can be said to be competent.
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The issue of--.competence.to consent to therapeutic and experi-
,

mental procedures, once a neglected topic ofinterest.only to a small

group of legal and medical academics?' has recently'been propelled in-
: .

to the forefront of debate about medical and-experimental ethics.
:

Many of the same factors that have
e

formed consent - -a growing,distrust
.

rising.consumerist and self-help brilintion . and the exposure of
. .

,.
. '

led to profound,intersit.in.in-
-

Of professionals in general, a
a. is

some
-

startling examples of the misuse of trust by medical experimen-

ters- -have led in turn to anexiMination'of the presumed prereqUisitesthe
. .

rto.effectiveinBormed consent,competence'among them.' Despite its
. .

recent prodinencs, hbwever, the issue of competence ,{ sometimes re-_

ferred to as-capacity)

derivation and awaits

to content stoieliehrCh Isof relatively recent

generally acceptable attemptS.at definition.
,

TO .s -paper will review: othe-previous liteiature n the elements of

tompetency'e and putlinethe "Psycflopathololic phenomena that might4
impair subjects: performance. Finally, the - eactors that might in-

-
--; . .

fluence the choice of .standards for competency and the.possible
..-.

implicationsof thdoe choices"will be discussed.'
.

The releyance of an' individual's mental' capacity to the adequacy.. 1, .

- of'his co sent
.

to participate in research was first formally recog- .

nized*in,theiNuremnerg Code,'the initial attempt to codify the ethical.
4 V '

principles that should guide human experimentation. (1) The Code,.
_

.
,

, _____. -,
. .

elaborated 11n response to the revelation of Nazi atrocities committed
. "1

vancing medical knowledge,.deemed "absolutely essen-
.

'in the name o

'tial" the "vo
. -

ry consent of the human subject," and continued:

"This" means that the person should, have-legal capacity to give con-
grA
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sent." Along with capacity, the free power of choice and sufficient

knowledge and comprehension to enable an understanding decision were

singled out as the touchstones of what later came to be called the

doctrine .d infbrmed consent.

Of interest in the Nurembe24.formula",:Qn Whie'h some have

argued was,"designed exclusively to deal with non-therapeutic research.-

74

is the seemingly absolute nature of the'requirement for legal capacity.:I

There isIno provision in the Code for any procedures that would per-,

mit subjecti lacking in capaci participate! in reiearch. this

situation was altered "th the promulgation of the Declaration of:

widely recognized code governing experiments with humane, the Decla-

.

;Helsinki by the Worldedical Aapociation in 1964. Now the most

ration distinguished between "clinical research

fessional care". (i.e., research that might lead

for subjects) and "non-therapeutic clinical

combined with pro-

to therapeutic gains

reS'eacch:" (1) In

each category, it appearedto allow the consent of a third party-to

be substituted for that of the incompetent subject: fOr clinical

research combined with prOfessional care ;= "If at all'pos'sible,.

, consistent wi th patient psychology, the doctor should obtain the

patient's freely given consent..-.In case of legal incapacity,. con -

,

'sent should also be procured from .the. legal gtardian; in cage. of

physical incapacity, the permission of the legal guardian-replaces .

that of the patient;" for non-thet'apeutic clinicaIvresearch =

"Clinical-research on a human being cannot be undertaken without his

'free consent...; if he is legally incompetent, the consent of the

legal guardian should le- qiec-iZtrred."

O

so

e- -

ACM



At appromimately,the same time a isciassion that led to the

Declaration of Helsinki, public attention in the Unite -tes was

_being drawn-to the need for procedures to prevent harm to researc

subjects.. This heightened awareness of the need for regulation was

prompted by the revelation of the effects of thalidomide on fetuses

in Europe, (2) the well-publicized episode of the.'injectiOn of live

chaer cells into unconsenting patients in a Brooklyn hospital, (3)

-.and the recognition that few systematic means of monitoring research

existed in this country. (4) As the scope of possible abuses

widened; (5) ,the firstsets of governmental guidelines controlling

clinical research were issued by the Food and Drug Administration

(relating to investigational use of new drugs) and., in 1966, by the. -

Public'Health Service (relating to the clinical research that

-itrfunded). (2) When, in 1971, the guidelines were codified, the
0 /.- : -

.

1 II,rticiPAtion of incompetent subjects was explicitly permitted as long
1'

consent bad been obtained from a legally-authorized proxy. (6) ,

The reliance on the idea6f "legal" incompetency in the'codes

and regulations shifted from the medical to the legal professions the

burden of deciding which subjects' mental incapacities precluded- ,

` ,their.participation,in research. Yet; despite the cachet of legal

authority that this move seemed' to 'lend to the competency decision,
r

-the'fact was that'Anglo-AmeriCan law)aad never clearly formulated

athe ari.teria to be used in measuring legal incompetency.. (7)" , Nor

was it clear whether the standird.that should be utilized was one

of general incompetency to conduct one's affairs o
.

fic and limited measure, such as, incompetency to make.a contract.

e more speci-
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Theeleading court case to date on the is ue of -humari experimen-

fon, Kaimowitz v. De artment of Mental Heath (8), did little to

clar fy matters., R4ling on whether a prisone

give Informed consent to a pdycliOsurgical pr

-h
.

s bar release, the.Kaimowitz court

nature f his

psyc

had the alliaity to

cedure that might affedt

eld that "the very

aration diminishes'the ca aaity to consent to

surgery. Rey tparticularly vulnerable as 'a reSu

mental edition, deprihtion stemming from invo

went, andkthe effectscif th.phenomenon of 'institution

t of his

A .

h.By appearing- to confise te Furemberg Code's requirement

'w

,0 0
of chokce,hi:dh the court felt %;),As inI'rently deficient

ry confine-

ization.'"

for,freadom

in a

prisoner, with the questicof mental capacity, Kaimdwitz demonstrated
.. °: -.. .,

, 4? .*

the conceptual pitfalls that aw#ii-those approiching the subject of _ ' ,
,..) .

1
.

,, . .

.

r

:
competency. The imOlication that a pOtehtially:coe ive environment

renders an individual iricompetent'to make choiCes regarding- his future0.

It,has been widely condemned. (9,10)

Following Kaimowitz, the most significant effort. to defihe the

relitionship between a subject's ,competency and the adequacy of his

' consent to research was the work of the National Commieioh'f6s the
4

t-

Protectioh *of Human Subjects of Biome al & Behavioral Research,._

notably in their report on-,rei'earch with the "institutionalized

mentally infirm.",(11) The Commissionrecommerlded

of consents,, varying in stringency with the degree

a sling scale
of.risk posed by is:

, .

the research and its potential therapeutic benefit to the subject.
. '

. 11
,', .

For minimal risk research, mere "assent" was required, constituting A
a

,,

a lower standard for competerIcy fol° thatiparticUlar. situatiOn.%, Parti-.

.

cipaion incompetents in research posing higher. degrees of risk 41'
.
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,

was-permItted only with a variety of types of substituted consent

and supervision bf the consent process. The f ilure of the Commis-, ,
sion'spelaborate conclusiond definitively to-settle the debateabout-

.

-ttle particiPetion of. subjects with impaired capacity isidemonstrated

bbt by the many objections icT'the CoMmission'S reports (in and by.
- 4

the failure of Datw (now DIMS) to forTelly implement either the
, - .

-Co' is'sionep recommendations or its own modifications. of the Commis-
.

sion's report (13)

Regardless.of the,nature of the ultimate solution to the regu-

latory issue, it is appaitent that the problem of 'competency of

potential subjects wi4'cdntinue to play an *portant role in its-
o

'formulation. more thah thirty years after the enunciation of

the Ntrembbrg Code, the criteria required for a determination of

legal incompetency-remain ambiguous. Although the rules governing

competency are legal ones, and as was demonstrated clearly by the.

Kaimowitz decision, are rooted in publIcpolicy considerations,

.psychiatry can contribute.to the ottcomeof the delikerations by.
. .

. .

delineating those aspects of mental dysfunction that may impair
.

,v. ,-;,,,.
.

.
... '

-.1

capacity to consent.

Standards For Competency
,

Efforts to define standards for competency td consent have not

°, been rare, although most such efforts have been directed towards

I-

the issue Of consent. to. treatment rather than qonsent to rOparCh...

The various standardstit have been proposed appear generally to
.

cluster into four grOuPsl. While'the relationship among these groups,

requires further empirical-study, -our .clinical ettperience;plus the

literature w e'ha4e'reviewed suggest that these 4 groups may.be

hierarehically"arranged to fdrnish a progressively fibre stringent

)

ft

4.
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- standard for assessing aubject'scompetgy.

A - Evidencing a Choice (See Table I)

The'least rigorous standard for competen the subject

has been adequately ififormed about the nature of the research) is the

subject's actual communication of a decision as to his participation

in the proposed project. 40.(14,15) This requirement has been phrased

as demanding that the subject "manifest hti consent" (18) or

F

"express a positiVe4intereSt in" taking part:"-'(17) 4 more be-

haiorally oriented indicator of this standard, one that places less

emphasis on the subject's vet,izations,

the.subjebt thaS "cooperated appropriately

_involved in-ffie study. !,0171

'is the requirement tl4at

in the early procedures ,

The...suggestidatheist_the,overt manifestation of a subject's choice

is important for a competent decision is frequently omitted from

4

discussions. pf the topic, perhaps because of its apparent tauto-
. 4

logical nature.' One group of authors,,, f2E/example; who propose to

eliminate entirely the elemeht of competency from the triad of in7

formed consent, nonetheleis would have a court that "finds before
fr

it.a person' who fails to respond to pertinent queVEons" deem the

.,,,

individual not\ \have rendered a vaaid-cOnsent.\(18)
t.

,
,

Relevant psychiatric aspects -'Psychiatric states that inter-
. 1-

fere with the lability
.

to tanifest a choice include muti&d, as a
/

result of catatonic stupor or severe depression; catatonic excite-
_

--ment; mania; profound psychotic thought disorder (e.g., psychotict.
; -mord salad) that-renders communication unintelligible to others;

and marked ambivalence, as in schizophrenic_or severe obsessive%
, 4 w

A

states, whew thestabality of a choice, assumingt.one can bemani-

fested, is not evident. even over a.reaSonably short period.of(Lme.

84
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Testing for Competency'- To the uninitiated, operationalizing

the requirement that the subject evidence a.choicelrray Seem a trivial

exercise; in most instances one neeconly ask the subject_hether or

not he desires to participate. Theie are occasions, however, in

whotch the communication from the subject will be so ambiguous as to

raise serious questioris abodt whether or not consent has occurred.

These include cases in whic

responses diverge: fo'r ex

pate in a study requiring venipuncture, then rolls up his sleeve

I

A

the subject's verbal and behavioral

le, when.a subject declines to partici-
.

and holds out his arm to the experimenter.

In.ambiguOus cases-of this type, or in cases in which thevector

of the subject's choice appears evident but its constancy is uncertain,

there is merit in deferring participation until the subject's %roe

can be ascertained more clearly, either,as a result of repeated con-\\

.tacts or in response to a second individual eliciting the consent.

Analogous suggestions have be en made previously that certain types
, -

of non - experimental procedures that involve-substantial risk far the

subjectsuch as stefiliiationbe subject to a mandato.ry.waiting
1r, .

,period after,the initial solicitation of elbnsent, in partd'to askure

'the constancy of the'respobse; (19)

A

B.- 'Factual UnderStandliniofthe 'Issues (See Table II) . ,-

. . . ,..,

The subect!s understanding cif the issues relevant to part'ci-
A

,

pation is the single factqr that has been most widely acdepted s

a standafd for competency. A typiCal.forffiulation requires that the

subject have "'the cognitive ,Capacity to consider. the reievant
. ,

, ,

issues.' .Those ai4ds that hSve-been conidered to\be of crucial

A,
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relevance for the' subject'to underst4nd include: "the nature. of

the procedure, its risks`, and other relevant information," (8)
I

"the-nature and likelihood of success of the proposed treatment

and.:.of its risks and side-effects," S15) "the available'options,

'their advantageS'a0 diSadvantages,," (19) "the knoWledge that he has,

a choice to.makel (20) "who he is, where he 'is, what he, is reading

and what he isidoing in signing the paper," (21) and "the cohse-
_ _

quences of participation or non-participation." (22) At an extreme,

the recently promulgated DHES regulations fqr obtaining informed
sz

consent reqUire that up to 'fourteen separate items, including such

things as the availability of compensation for injuries, be disclosed
'1

to, and presumably understood by, the potential subject. (13), .The

rigor of the requirement of understanding obviously increases with

the amount andcomplexity of material that is'required to be,under-
.,

stood. LSome writers make understanding ,the sine qua non of their
zoopor-

standard of competency, (23) and it has:long been the primary element

of legal tests of conrattual and testamentary capacity. (7)
,

)
.

% . . k'
"Factual understnaing" actually-encompasses two 'different

....,

'standards: one can require, as many waiters do, that the subject
.4

. A5, ,

.

have:the "ability to understand," or more 'strictly, one cane
Sr

,

that the subject manifest "actual 141derstandilrig7. of the material. (14)
° -

. .,6 ,
,

4 '1

A modified.anelimited ".ability, to underttand" standard appears to' be ,

coupled with an kevidencing.of choice" standard td establish the -

standard' for "assent" to minimal risk r6search in .the recommendations
,

of the Natibnal Cdpriiisikon:for the Protection of Human Subjects of '.
,

Biomedical Research, (11)'a standar'd.that approximates theevel
. -

( ,ing in. the day4 priOrl.tO the advent of the law of informeecodSent.

,

NO.

4.

tkr

.4

. '
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Relevant psychiatric aspects - The_elemen s of as i dividual's

mental functiqning that seem important to ,his ability o display a

facttal understanding of the issues include: intelligence,. (24)

of which IQ may.be one measure and adaptive capacity to the tasks

o£. everyday life another; language skills (24); attention(25W

orientation' (17); recall; and recent memory. (25,17) Intelligence _"
tart be impaired_ by mental retardation-or-a-variety Of-organic states;

adaptive capacity is further-susceptible to limitation by chronic

psychiatric illness and probably by the effects of institutionalize=

tion., The other factors are all likewise capable of being impaired

by'long-standing.brain damage or acute toxic states: Attention and

orientation may also suffer during acute psychotic episodes, .and
. -

there is some evidence to suggest that memory may be impaired in

chronic schizophrenia. (26)

Testing for competency - Means of demonstrating a subject's

actual understanding of.isSUes relat4d to his ,decision include, in

increasing order

provided, asking

of difficulty, askihg.4im topefepeat the information
!'s

him to paraphrase it.in his own words, and requiring

:that he display-an ability to put some or all of the information to

_ practical Use. One difficulty in testing understanding of the
4

/

consequences ofa:detision (often conceptualized as the risks and
. °: a

.
g

benefits) is the possibility, ofdivergence between what the inyetti-
-

gator perceives as a benefit or a'risk and the supject's view of the

.
matter. (2,7) Consequences of parti ipation Such as p °longed, -=

'hospitalization, often thought of as a disadvantage, might -seem quite

desirable a so ally isolated or otherwise impoverished subjedt.

C - Rational Manipulation of Information_ (See Table III)
_ .

:
. , - .

..

beyond
.. _ . .

understanding is determining
,

. .
. ..

(.
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how the infdrrra on that the su)QjeCt assimilates is utilized in the

decision -making OCess. .The rubrics by which this standard is

discussed inclu jUdgment, (25) `rationality, (24) rational

weighing of risks and benefits, reality testinga, (25) and decision-
.k .

making capacity. 'Legal rules concerning contractual and testimonial

82

capacity have traditionally recognized at leaSt one defect of

rationality---the-presence of-"insane lusicins" - as grounds for

invalidating an individual's acts. (7) 0i
4 It

Relevant psychiatric aspects - In addition to delusions, which
,

are acknowledged by a number of Writers as potentiallisignifieant

factors affecting competency, (28,15) other symptoms that may have,

a similar effect'include: hallucinations, loosening of associations

or other severe thought disor er, and severe or extreme degrees of
,

.phobia, panic, (20) anxiety,..( 5) euphoria, (20) deptession, (20)

. 4

anger, (20) agitation, and,obsessive ;preoccupation. Tlle,existence

of a pathologic relationship (i.e., one marked by excessive depend-'

ency, (20,25) passivity, (25) or unwarranted trust (25)) with the

party seeking consent, or with someone who may be affected by the

consent., has been suggested as a factor that could also' contribute

to impaired rationality. This condition, hoWever, -Seems to be re- 4

lated more to the issue of the valuntariness.of the decision, to the

appreciation of alternatives, or to,theOcnowledge that a decision needs

to be made,

'Testing for competency - Rationality is frequently tested in
, , .

the mental status examinationby.the standard.pluestions that elicit
.

hallucinatory and delusional material ( 4., 'Schrieiderian signs) and
. .... . .

by the'use of vignettes that pose a problem towhiCh the patient

,
, asked to re4Olitd. A less structuredtest suggested by Cole is

whether th e potential subject, can carry on an ordinary conversation

in such a way as to indicate that he_..can understand questions arld
. ,
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answer in a logical and reasonable manner. (17) In.troublesome cases,

it may be necessary to inquire about or to observe the rationality.of
.

the subject's decision-making outside of the formal piychiarilc

examination. Data fpm*family Or friends may establish that the
4

seeMing rationality displayed in the examining room ,is abandoned by

the'subject when he is confronted witAireal demands foraction.

The subjective nature of any assessment of rationality has

. frequently been pointed to as a major obstacle to the successful

employment of such a-,test. (23) Bulhan even greater problem may lie

in the consensus of most experts today that an impairment of ration-
. .00;

"ality does not necessarily affect, global decision-making ability;

'that is, that the impact of delusions for example, may be limitelkotto

a discrete area of mental functioning. Although this belief awaits

definittivererapirical,verification, it indicates the possibleptility

('

4

of a test of rationality directed to the specific decision at'hand,

er than to ihe,inditridual's general functioning.

Frequently, hOwe4er, there is difficulty in dr4wing the required

causal links between the presence of even clear-cut delusional

phenomena and the subject's specifia decision. Ii.has been suggested

the on* means of so doing may be to demOnstrate that in the absenCe

of the subject's delusions, the decision would have been Impe
..

. . .c i e

differently. But that may be to place greater emphasis%on the outcome
. .

Yt-- of the decision than on the process by which it .was derived; the latte
'

X'
comprising the core of the rationality stands rd. In addiiisniftexCept

t

in rare cases, such proof wouldbe ex remely difficult. More practical .

/

83
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would be a test in which thepresence of any of the signs or symptoms

.noted above in the subject's chain a

in research would raise a Seribus but

,1 r
-N.

reasoning, about participation

rebuttable doubt as to the

;



'subject's rational manipulation of the relevant information.

D.- Appreciation of the Nature cl:the Situation (See Table Iv)-'

The strictest standard for ,competency requires, once under-

standing has been attained; that the rational manipulation ofinfler-

mation take place.in'the contexeof the subjqct.'s appreciation of

the nature of his situation. Appreciation, is disitinct from.factual

understanding in that'it requiresthe'subject to conside'r the rele-

vance to his 'mediate situation of those 'facts he has previously

understood in the abstract._ It differs from the rational manipula- ,

tion,of information, by requiring, that the subject take certain,

crucial data info consideration, rather than merely asking him to

manipulate ratiOnally whatever information is already at hand.4

s has been phrased iria'variety of ways,' asking that the subject:'

appreciate the.conseqUencesk giving or withholding consent," '(28)

eve "a-'sense of who he is and why he is agreeing,"(21) recognize,

"iii a matureifashion, the-implicationp of alternative courses of

action and.-r appreciate both cognitively andoffectively the nature

of the thing to be decided," (29) or "appreciate what is relevant

to forming a',tudgmehtthe issue in question - i.e., .%. . consider

releyant'oevidende.",%(10)
I \--A; '

"Appreciation" has been widely discuised in*relation to the,

somewhat-analogous issue of criminal res ponsibi1ity. According to
4

the'formulation of the Model Penal Code'of_the American,Law Insti-
a

tue,.the lack of "substantial capacity'... . to appreciate the

wrongfulness of his conduct" is.oae situation in Which a defendailt

will'be he,ld,to be non-culpable. (30) 4preciation, in this sense,

&taken to be an affective, as well as a cqgnitive, recognition,of

'
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the nature of-the'situation. (31) This precludes finding culpable
. ,

...an individUal who knows insthe abstrat that to murder is wrong,

but who believes that divine writ has relieved him of the n` to

adhere to that rule. In the research setting, ,using this standard,
tr

an individual who understood the nature of the proppsed pAcedures

and could rationally evaluatetheir risks-and benefits, but who

believed that he was being asked 'to participate in an exclusively
o

a

therapeutic, rather than an experimental, process woul 'be found to

'<
be L"C-king in capacity to consent.

Suggestion as to the components of the situation whose ikistence

ought to be,appreiated by the subject include: that the subject

has a problem or psychiatric condition appropriate for study, (17)

that the proposed procedures ate intended to achieve research ends

and not only (if at all)therapeutic ends (32), that there may be

both treatment'and research staff members involved in his care and

that their roles may differ, (17) that the treatment, that is offered

may have been selected on a randomized basis,'-4-3a414) that both he:

and his caretakers may be blind to the nature of the treatment, and

that he may,receive-placebos. 'An additional proposal is that the
6

subjedt have an "awareness of hoc./ others view the decision, the

general social attitude toward the choices and anunderstanding of

his reason for deviating from thatattitudetP,if he chooses todo

so. (20),

The tent of the ladk of-appreciation of some of these,'elements

has been demonstrated in studies that revealed: that without a
!

blear -cut: explanation most subjects were not able to infer that

research.was *Ding on (35); that :a majoiity of parents of pediatric
4

researchpatients did not recognize the research nature of,the

hospitalization,(32); that only medically trained subjects were able

4..

:
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to appreciate fully the risks in a drtg study despite extensive

O

,,

.explanation (35); that even when patients were told thdt they were

being given a placebo, they still ascribed therapeutic powers o it

(34); and specifically with regard to psychiatric patients that

patient-subjects have difficulty in distinguishing beneficial from

it 86

noh-benefip aspects of research (38); that 68% of schizophrenic
..,

patients failed to cite their illness as the reason for treatment .(39);

'ad that only 4611 of a sample of newly admitted voluntary psychiatric
(r.:--

EiatieRti cOad clearly acknowledge the'presence of psychiat c problems.

4t).

0
Relevant psychiatric aspects - The major psychopathologic

mechanism that ca. impair appreciation-(given the ability to ration:-

ally manipulate into tion) is denial (25), sometimes termed lack

of insight'. Denial can affect the.subject's appreciation of the
I

fact and severity of the illness or condition, (41) the fact that

research and not>tterely treatment is-being propoied, the possibility

ofimprovementithandwithouttheresearchprocedures,and.the

scientific methodology of the stud (e.g., placebo, double blind,

randomization). Other factors that may influence appreciation in

clude the- capacity for abstract, as opposed to concete, reasoning

(affectedby intelligence; leyel Of edUcation and "maturity" (19),

as well as psychosis and organic brain d4mage); and.psythotic-level
lb

distortion, nihilism, and hopelessness-hlplessrtess. The law, in

some non-pathologic41 circumstances, has.traditionally included a

variant of the "appreciation standard" for determining competehcy.

.

Thus adolescents, whO can both understandlana rationally manipulate'
or .

inrmation°, are nevertheless enjoined from making unaided treatment
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,okresearch:deciiions, presumably on the basiS_of lacking the maturity

required" for genuine appreciation.
-

lestin% for competency -
e

general, can be estimated by

''and determining the presence

A subject's ability to appreciate, in

the usual techniques of judging insight

of psydhdic-level defenses.' Specifi-

cally with regard to the research setting, the subject's appreciation

can be tested by examining his grasp of the factors discussed aboye.

Whether the extan

precisely with the

t...4 .the subject's aPpreciation.,needs to coincide

.

investigator's is a controversial topic; Some
. bo

suggested that, in-a'therapeutic setting, the-2---400-*----
, I

"understand the nature of tlie mental condition

commentators have

patient. need only

, ,

which the psychiatrist believes him to have;"_without necessarily,

, agreeing with that judgMent: 15,42). Such a standAid, however, More

closely resembles a factdal understanding test -that a genuine test

of Approlciation. -Although some people May b6uncomlortable with

such a criterion, of necessity the.subject's views (e.g., on the

%presence or absence of illness or the results of accepting Or re-
..

fusing participation) must ultimately be measured by theix-Corres-

ponddhce with the consensus of knowledgeAble (usually professional)

'opinion-on"those issues.

-Choosing the Standard

-, Despite wide variation in.,the wording of me attempts-to define
-

the standards. for competency, they appear, as shown above, to'he

'classifiable'into four general categories. Rather thanderiving a

,'single standard for competency from this discussion of the relevazit
1

mental functions and the psychopathologic states,thatmay *pair

thdm,-one is left with a range Of testable functions that, depend-
.

ing on where the line,is AraWn, can yield multiple standards for

O



competency of varying stringency. Further, it is clear from this

approach that_any of the four resulting standards, or some combina:-
-0'

of them,are "legitimate"' as long as they can be justified from some

reasonable policy perspective.

Although the place at which one chooses tb draw line ought
'

. -
to be determined by the poIiby-oriented goals that one seeking to

attain, difficulties arise when more than one policy is sought,

when the deAliied goals are incompatible, or when no consensus -cab be,

attained on the desired goals. The ultimate standard'for mpetency
, 47'

11P,
1

.

tis thus almost
--

certain to be a compromise that seeks t& aximize the
. '-----,,

'desirable effects of applying a given standard while mihimizing the ,

undesirable ones. This.process becomes clearer when consideration

as

~is` given to-the po4ible goals that one might attain by .varying the

.

standard by which a subject Is considered competent. Such goals

inevitably include a mixture of concerns relating to the societal

valulits that,we wish to implement and to the prefecences we .wish to

confer in these values. The'values at stake inthe choice of a

standard for competency to consent to research inevitably include'

a mixture oE symbolic and instrumental concerns.

e Autonomy -- Also referred to as self-determination, the principle

of encouragiftv,autOnomy fogy' the subject has been considered one of
f'

the central goals underlying the,entlre doctrine of informed consent.

(24;44,44), By requiring comprehensive disclosure of information to

_the experimental Subject, informed consent'ds said to return to him

maximal power to decide what should -or shodld not be done with his
____ . , 1

f.0=
, .

body. ,Insofar -as many writers see the power 'to make one's ownde-

cisidns as the essential attribute of autonomous functioning, ti90y,
. .

94



argue for a minimal standard for competency or "for-.abolishing

the requirement

-requires no more

thus conceived.i

Rational decision-making - The proMotiOnOf rational decision-

for competenCy altogether. (l8,,45) 'A standard that

than "evidenCidg a choice" would maximize autonomy

.
f .

t,' s making is seen as a good in i4elf.by several, authors, (43;44) even
,I

, ,..

those who At the same time view, maximizing subject's autonomy as a
.

.i primary goal o formed consent. Rationality in decision-making
e.

would seem to r ire a very high standard for competendy, at least

"rational mailip

of the nature of

ation of information," and probably oappr ciation

e situation.," since the rationality of the outcome

when such appreciation s lacking may well be doubt. (
a

Beneficence - Somewhat t of fashion these days as goal of

policyrmaking, and usually omitte Om discussions of he objectives
:

of informed consent,. beneficence rePesents the ,ica imperatives,
,

both to protect others f andand to do good- whene er possible.

,(24) So construed, beneficenc favors a stringent y,-andard for

1
competency, at least "rational manipUlation of in prmition" and.

probably "appreciation of the nature of the situation," in Order,to
t

achieve three endd: (a) honoring autonomous decisions.only
; .

the subject's capacity to behave autonomously is clearly present;

(b) protecting those who,,,lacking competency,,would consent to
. 1

research that involved risk to them, ,and (c) assuring fiat ihcompe-7

tent sUbjects*who refule participation that might be,high'ly advanta-
1 t V

'gdous!to them:are nonetheless permitted (some woul say compelled)

to benefit by participating the research project.

Althoughthis is thewaY in which the topic is usually discUSsed,

s
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it i's of interest thai.the ent re dociari4le of informed consent can be /

4 - i A . .

seen' in-tAnd of benekicence, ather an as a req*rement.only de-
. . W..

signed to promote' autonomy: to,the extent that the requirement for

informed consent liiits the freedom of ke individual to consent to..

research under conditions that may be acceptable to him,,kbut.not ,(be-

cause risk is involved) to society.as a whole, it limits an. individual's

exercise of autonomy for the sake of his protection.

Respect for persons - This term tends to be used in a variety of

ways, bgt has been defined as "using a person as an end and not a means"

(46), as "protecting the patient's status as a human.being" (44) and

as not taking advantage o the subject. (Shah S:.personal communication).

The goal of avoiding fraud and duress would also seem to belong here.,

(44) As an'ethical-objec ive, respect for pa-,6ons,carries within it

the tension between allowing as much autonomy as the individual can'

reasonably manage and providing protection to those withdiminisheig

autonomy. It therefore encourages a compromise between the gpals of
. .

autonomy and beneficence and may Point tOWards an intermediate,
,

standard such as "factual understanding" or "rational manipulation of
,

N

. information." )
., t:

-,--r Justice - Highlighted' by the Belmont Report as a primary ethical.--

consideration in undertaking researcia,', (24) justice in thisisense
,

is udally Conceived of as,distributive,jubtice: asgUring that the
;j

burdens of-participating in research do not'fall inequitably on cer-

tain grd4s. This goal can' be accomplished by-raising the ,]el .for

competency required ,from those.groups ones- wishes to protect. IA

effect, this is what the lairrtOwItz-coAt attemptedto do, by raising

the level of ,competency required from a prisoner to the 'point at

whicno prisoner could meet it. The court manipulated the level of

competency -required to enforce its conviction that the pzirticipationM4, e
of prisoners in psychosurgical'procedures.under any, circumstances .was

undesirable.'



1.

On the other hand, there has been some given to the

distribution of the benefits of participation in research, such as

enhanced self-esteem, and consequent Object*ons to being treated. ,

differently have been raisedvon behalf of some groups. It has Ifeen

argued,for example, that creating special regulations governing

research with the elderly would contributeNto an unfair characteri-

zation of older people as generally senile and in need of special'

-loTotections; (47) heightened restrictions on the use of certain

-classes of subjects, such as the mentally ill, are also felt to de-
. .,

,prive those, most in need of,advances in reseaech of the possibility

of progress. (48)

Insofar as. undesirable effects are likely to accrue dispropor-

tionately.to vulnerable groups only to the extent thit their ultimate.
. t

, .

. .. choices about participation in' research differ from those of the
4

4 . pdp6lation at large, the argumentliay also be made that one -oust1

examine the nature of the decisibns of presumptiyely incompetent
,Nsubjects as a group before

e

one can legitimately require that they
.

-
.

receive special protection. gle study has shown that the .diStribu-
$

of decisions 'abort par icipatiOn pl hypothetical research
(-''

T
i

projects was the same in a

of. psychiatric patients. (49)

dated, it may well bring. into guestionthe usefulness of excluding

oup of medical patients as in a group

ssuming this finding cart- be vali-
,

.

subjects on the basis of incompetency in protecting autonomy,,44

assuring beneficence and respect for per'sohs, and achieiring justice

fors to 'mentally

Encouragement

stronglythat the

deter the 'pursuit

ill.

of research - Certairrly some researchers feel

requirement for informed consent can serve to

of, important areas of knowlegge. J50) ,;It seems

" 9"

1
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apparent that varying the Level of competency required from sub-

jects can affect.their-absolut availability, the ease with whicd'

they can be recruited; and the expense that their recruitment entails.

As self-:evident as that proposition appears, it is unclear, pending

empirical investigation,, in which.directioncthe standard ofdompe:-

tency should.be;moyed to encourage research.. A low standard of

'competency is advocated both by researchers, who bellevethat most

subjects given a choice will consent to their procedures, and by

lawyers, who are more interested in autonomy than in research and

believe that most subjects will refuse. A favored solution of many

researchers is to abolish the requirement for-competency to.vive

informed consent altogether, replacing it instead with a'rigorous,

objective examination of the risks and benefits entailed by the
, "t*

project. Once some outside, knOwledgeahae committee hSs-concluded

that the benefits of the study outweigh the risks, it is advocated

that slii)ects'be permitted to consent regardless of their level of
,

P .,

Competency. (51)

It may furthermore be that decisions made about research parti-

cipation, even if uninformed, drpressured, or 'made by people of-
. ,

dubious competence, may not differ from the decisions that all of

us make in everyday life, such as when buying a used'car or choosing

abrand of shaMpoo. If it is desirable to treat research,nd dif-

.ferently fromthose other situations (this may relate to the desire

Ito encourage research onto some' sense of fairness), then the level
)

92

for CompetencY should be setfat the same presumably low evel that -

obtainb. generally.: While experimental data would be requi -d to

ascertain what that level is in a variety of settings, the 1 creas:-,

ing techniCal complexity Of our society Makes it likely'thet any
.

decisions in everyday life are made without appreciation of their A
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consequences, without the ability to manipulate in a rational

manner the information that is provided, and probably without full d

knowledge of the relevant detaiis. Such an argument would militate

towards a low standard of competency for cons to 'research

(although ;it dames not affect the desirabilieb of providing inforMa-

tion'to tie subjectsi, °perhaps merely "evidencing a choice."

Subject, atisfaction.- If, in the same sense that we wish-to

maximize autonomy, we mare also concerned with the level of satis-

faction that subjects display concerning their participation or

failure to participate in researth, an attempt, might bemade to vary
.)

the level of Competency required to-take that into account. Those

who are'excluded by too high a standard (9r included-by means of a

proxy consent rather than their.own Choice)kand those who were,in-

cluded by too low a. standard and later feel trapped by the decision

that they were permitted to make might, both desire the'level at

which the line is drawn to fAadjusted a o dingly. Only empirical

data,on the%numbers of subjects'whO fall into-each group will allow

thisend to be accomplished.

./
'vest Administration - N)orime consideration in many judicial

.

formulations^ of standardS and procedures, the ease ofpadminstration

may also be an important factor in selecting a standard for subjects'
'

ie .scompetency.1 Ease*of administration refers not only ito the-time and

°effort required to perform the assessment, but also to its relia-
r.

bility, that is, its reproducibility.and the pdssibilities for

,manipulation and corruption. Along these 1Nes, some authors have

objected to standards for coMpetency'carried out at anylevel higher

than "factual understanding" because,of the inherent difficulties

in determining the rationality,of thought proCesses'and the subject's
:

A



appreciation-of the nature of4his situation. (23) Following a

,.

similar line of reasoning, objections 'have been raised to the use
/ ,

-
.

,v af any standard higher than Zevidencing a Choice." (18) Nonetheless,

the data needed for the selection'of an app'ropriate standard by

means'of the reliability Criterion'do not yet exist; they await

empirical testing, of a variety of definitions,of competency in,a

controlled 'setting.

,Thechdiceof a sqndard may also be affected'by,the sensktivIty-
,17

and dpecificitirof the procedures that must be used to establish

whether.the requirements of a particular' Standarcl havebeen met.

A highly sensitive test yields .. low number of., false negatives; A

highly specific test yields few false positive findings. (52)

Depending on one's tolerance for incompetent subjects pp be,included
.

, .

in research or for competent ones to be excluded (w)lich may relate

to how highly valued are the Toctors of autonomy, beneficence, and

94- '

c

'encouragement of research), one migt want to choose a standaa
,

.

which when linked to the procedures used to-test for competencK,
.

exhibited one or another of these characteristics.,'Such a character-

izatiowof any of the standards-or the.procedures,used to test for

t them, however, also awaits etxperimental definition. -

Temporal .Considerktions'

Rather than 'etting a unitary level of competency for all

subjects at the time of their entry into a researdh project,/ one .

f-

,might absume that they will become more understanding, better able.:

" .1

-o manipulate the information, and more appreciative of-the nature of

the situation as they go along. Reflecting this expected changel--

one
.
might require a relatively low,standarh eor competency at-the

time of entry into the project (for.expple, the "ability to.:,4pder-
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stand") ?but also require teconsent as the project proceeds, with a

higher standard utilized at that time. This approach, which

emphasizes "experiential, as much is informed, consent

a means of reconcilini-autonomybeneficence, and encoUragement of

research.
,
I

5r/
Conclusion

Xt is apparentthat before the appropriate standard for compe-
--A

tency to participate in research can be selected intelligently, a
f

,

good deal of additional empirical data, As well as further clari---

fication of the requisite moral imperAive, is required. At this

point in time, it is difficult to,say With assurance that we know

where to draw the-line in order to insure the attainment of any of
A ,0

the policy goals outlined above. What is needed is empirical testing

' -

of the reliability and validity of the variouswaysof characterizing

'cletency, a characterization.of the genergl population -and of-

4scrL populations, f.particular concern 4cqicixding to these standards,

/ and a comparison of the decisions made by those who meet ortaik.to

paAidular standard. Only then will we be ableito prOtect

the,variety of interests involved in human experimentation in a
.

meaningful way.

1 Olt
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f.

c

Evidencing a Choice.

e

Communicates decision about participation
a. manifests consent
b. expresses positive interest in

taking part
c. cooperates'app'ropriately in early

procedures involved in study,
d. gives.respohses lany-none) to.

pertinent questions

108

V-`.

e's

4

Table I

A

;:Relevant Psychiatric Aspects

Mutism.
a.4 catatonic stupor `

severe depression
Catonic excitement
Mania,

-- Profound psychotic thought.41sorder
(e.g., word salad)

Marked ambivalende
a. schizophrenia
b. ;seven 'obsessive states

.

,
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Factual Understanding
(EncoMpassing ability to understand and/or
,actual understanding)

TABLE II -

ti

a

I

Relevant Psychiatric Aspects:

. .

Has cognitive,capacity to consider the . Intelligence (24)
releyant issues a. IQ

Understands the nature of 'the procedlire, (1) mental ietardatiod
its risks, and other relevant .reformation (8) (2) 'some ,orgariic states .

Understands the nature and likelihood of ' b. adaptive capacity to tasks of .,

!
,success of the proposed treatment and everyday life .-

... its risks andside'effects , (15) . (1) chron/c psychiatric illness
Knows the,aveilahle Options, their (2$ effects of institutionali7
advantages and disadvantages . (19) zation ..

Knows that the has-a choice "to make' .

4 (20) Language Skills (24)
Knows who he is, where he 'is, what Attention (25)
he is reading, and What he is . a. acute psychotic episodes

)

.doing-in signing the form , 121) Orientation (17)
Knows the consequences of 'participation a% acute psychotic episodes
or non-particioatibn " . (22) Recall and recent memory ' U5,17),

Knows up to fourteen separate items .

a., acute psychotic episodes
which must be donsidered,e.g., b. chronic schizophrenia (26) °
availability of compensation bar All above factors impaired by % -

.injuries . (13) a. long-standing brain damage
b. acute toxic states

1

0
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Rational manipulation of Information

How information is used in decision-
making process
a. good judgment
b. is rational

insane delusions absent
c. tests reality '

d. has decisionmaking capacity

ON

11:2

125)
(24)
(7)

(25),

Table III rk

Relevant Psychiatric Aspects

Delusions --
Hallucinations
Loosening of associations or other
severe thought disorder

Extreme phobia.or panic (20)
Anxiety (25), "
Euphoria "(20)
Depression (20)

Anger
Agitation
Obsessive preoccupation
Excessive dependency (20,25))
Passivity (25) ,)Volun-
Unwarranted trust (25) )tariness?

(28,15)

41
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Table IV

Appreciation of the Naturd of the Situation

Appreciates the nature of the sitUatiog
(affectively as well as cognitively)

Appreciates the consequences of giving or
withholding consent' (28)

Senses who he is and why he is agreeing (21)
Recogdizes "in a mature fashion," the
implications of lternative causes of
action and appreCiates both cognitively
and affectively. the nature of the
thing to be decided (29)

Appreciates what is relevant to forming a
judgment of the issue in question -
i.e., . . . considers relevant evidence (10)

For 411 of the Above, "appreciates"
)

a.. that he h'as a problem.or psychiatric
. ) as -

con4ition appropriate for study (17) )

b. that the proposed ocedures are ) relevant
intended to achieve research ends

)

and not only (if at all) therapeutic ) for
ends K (32) ) :

that there may be both treatment ) a
and research staff members involved )

xn his care and that'their roles ) giVen s

mey differ. (17) )

d. that the treatment that is offered ) research.
may have been selected on,a
randomized basis (33,34) ) project

e. that both he and his caretakers may
. )

be blInd to the nature of the )

treatment )

f. that he may .receive placebos
)

Hass,aqareness:of how others view' the
)

decision'. r (20)

/,

4

Au 114
t

Relevant Psychiatric Aspects

Denial (lack of insight) about: (25)
a. fact, .and severity of -

illness or condition (41)
.1). fact that research'and

not merely treatment is
being proposed

c. thd posAlbility of improve-.
ment with andwithout
research procedures

. d. the scientific methodology
of the study (e.g., placebo,
double blind, randomization)

Capacity for abstract thinking,
affected by
a. IQ
b. education
c. psychosis
d. organic brain daMage
e. experience,(e.g., age,

"maturity") (1.9)

- Psychotic level
\-a. distortion
b. projection
c. -nihilism

hopelesness-helplessness
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Over-the pastAwenty years, interest,in infoi-med!consent

in medical treatme nt and research has burgeoned. Evidence of
s

.this growing concern is thelargenumber of publisheCrartickes
?

on consent in this twenty., year span. Woodward .(1979,) reports.
. .

.1i

that the number of articles about human experimtntaton a.44

informed consent increased six-fold in the period following

1960 as contrasted witUothe twenty year period prior to 1960.

This growth can be attributed to'towO'ia:
)
lated causes, tile f,irst

-

40,
of, which is a heightened rconsumerish' on the part' Of patients.

Previous abuses have been documented as the reason for:this-

4.-movement (Stuart, 1978). Federal regulations were ena4ted to ;

0
.

,4 ',
provide some measure of protection to research participantso op

0 .
(Federal gegister,, 1974) and %the Info-inid,.opnTent doct-rine
. - ..t. .

.

became more -incorporated into.elemeritsokAicalopfectice

(Ileveaugh- Geiss, 1979; Morris et al., 1977; slclberstein,,,,1974),.

.
The second cause of this increased interest 'in isslos-sUrrounding.

, . -e . 5'4- ..

,,, . i`

human experimentation is the_appearance of ";iftforliet c..nsent ",

J ,

orlackofitasanissueinI4wsuitS' against medical practitioners
. ,

(Meisel, 1977),. <.'
.

,1.
.

100'

I
.. ,3L

In reviewing the published articles;gn the consent
fil _

process, the majority of,themjhave been opinion or position

papers (Burra et al. 100i Culvei-,-, 1980; Loftus` and Fries,°

Alp7D; Vaccarino, 197 'They serve to clarify the issues

(Gi 1978). inVOlied 'n-obtaining consent and aid, in the
0 :

_rievel.opment of a uniform doctrine. The 'opinions-,expressed in

these'articles Sun the gamut from the view that informed consent.

117
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, . .

.

is the "absolute. right" of a patient and is in no way
411

detrimental to the goals of research Miean, 1980; Park etal.,
.., ,

A
ail'i

1967) to the opinion that infording the patient serves only to

terrify.him and cause undue anxiety, destroy the nature of

te doctor-patient relationship,'and may severely impede the

J

ptogress of.research (Coleman, 1974; Park et al., 1966).

Further, opin'ion also suggests on the one -hand that truly

.
informed consent s a myth (Leeb et al., 1976)' a fiction or

, .

illuSion (Goin et ai.,-1976; Hirsch, 1977;.Laforet, 1976).,
.

While.on the,pther hand, ft is believed that a "reasonable"

Consent can be obtained,(Alfidi, 1971).

.11This diversity of opiian is also expressed with respect

7

' to dbtaining consent from patients whose cbmpetence is suspect

as in the'case of severely disturbed psychfatric patients.
-

.Sorge View the presence of mental illness asp limiting the
4

possibility of obtaining informed consent (Pryce, 1978). Others

;

believe consent can be medningfUlly obtained from many Of these

4atients.

While opinion plays an important- role of identifying

And clarifying the issues, it is rather surprising that many

opinion papers which address ability to give consent, do so

without an empirical base for their positions. oe'ho questions

Surrounding iniormedconsent are sorely in need of solid empirical

investigation (Stanley sand Stanley; 1981) and sgrresearch

efforts have recently been Made in this direction. It is this

....:, empirical work which -serves as tlWbasis fOr this review.
1

.""

1 A4 118W
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topic, competence, could be_susumed under research on colhpre-
.

hension but for purposes of this review, those-studies which

address populations of questionable competence will be reviewed

4eparatelyv. Further',ihse studie'swhich investigate consent-N,
5; .

.

to-standard treatment" will be reviewed along wl.th thoselwbich

examine consent to research.' The resu is of these studies

...,

109

This paper will highlight the major empirical findings

on informed consent. Instead of detailing precise results from

each empirical,study, it will focus on unanswered questions which

emanate from the empirical work conducted to date.

The eSearch on consent fails into four major areas:'

1. disclosure and comprehension_ of consent information?.2. patient

subjective reactions to consent information, 3. methods of

decision-making in the consent process, and 4. competence of

the patient or research participant to give consevh. This lash

can be applied to consent to tesearch'as well as to patients

whose competence is'slispect.

Comprehension and Disclosure _

O -)

--\

The first group of'empirical data to be reviewed:are

those stqdies which iniestigate comprehension of-consent informa-

tion by patients. The largest body of empirical research on the

'consent process fall. into this category. Medical patients- are the

most frequently investlgted: More than twenty studies haVe

assessed understanding of consent information-by patients (e.g. °,

Bergler et al., 1980; Cassileth et al., 1980; Hassar and Weiptraub,

1976; Kelinedy and Lillhaugen, 1979; Marini et al., 1976;
Alto /
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Penman et al.', 1980; Robinson and Merav, 1976; Schultz et al:,

1975; Singer, 1978). The prototype of these studies is as

follows. Patients are given ,a consent form for either a

'research pr'oltocol or standard treatment, the form is usually

read to them by a physlcian or investigator. Patients are,

then asked questions regarding their knowledge of the consent' ,

information. The point, in time that they are asked these:.

questions varies from immediately afterwarerto several *ths
4-

In,the latter case, the study becomes one of testing

'recall instead of comprehension.

While it is difficult to make comparisons across studies

as a result of different methodelegies,' it is. generally Con-
,

cluded that Comprehension of consent information, irrespective'
. wok

.of assessment time, is poor. Overall comprehension ranges from

approximately 35% to-80%:of the total (information conveyed._'
,--

/

.

Patient's tend to
.

be best informed about'their diagnosis and
1.

'the ,proposed treatment (for example, the name of the drug they

were to take) and least knowledgeable about.alternate treatments-
.,

'available and,riskt including side effects of drugs and posible

complication's of surgical procedures. ..In addition, some,studies

of research,patients-demonstrate that many were not'aware or

did not acknowledge that .they were-,' ,in fact, participating in;

a, research study .(Racullum and Schwartz, 1969;,Park et al .4 1966).

While results' of.,these studies are, at first glance,

discouraging about 'the prospects of obtaining consent, most of

the §tudies have limitations which make it difficult to consider

Jo
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them conclusivv(Meisel and Roth, 1980). First, in several

studies we do not know exactly what information was conveyed

tothe patients (Cassileth et al., 1980;,, Goin et al:, 1976;
)

Priluqk e/ al., 1979). Further; some studies gave patients . ) ,

the consent, form 4 read and then tested knowledge ofthis'
I\

form. We do not know if, in fact, all patients read the form
'

. .

(Olin.and 014,, 1975). In this, same vein, the amount of
. ,

instruction given to, patients varied from study to study. In

/some, instruction was minimal with no particular effort made to

convey the consent information (Bensile et al., 1977). In other

studies. investigators went through -a good deal'Of'instruction

with patients (Faden and Beauchamp, 1980°). Across' studies,

general, greater instruction appears to be associated with

greatei unde tanding. This conclusion must be tentative,

however, since most studies investigate only one level of

instruction (i.e. consent form, videotape: aids, etc.) and differences

ampng-seiple characteristics and medical procedures .for Which
,

consent.W-as to be obtained vary greatly (Arluke, 1980;. Muss .

4

et al., 1979; Stuart, 1978).
^

Another factor. which makes it difficult to draw general-

izable conclusions is that'in many of the studies we do not know

the level of complexity of the language of the consent form that

19
was related,-in the consent session. G'rundner (1920) and Mt ow

/ (1980) suggest that most consent forms are written in highly
A

technical language. This may account for some of the ppor

comprehension attained in the empirical studies. However this
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,
is a speculation since most studies do not report the read-

!,

ability of their consent material: Epstein and Lasagna (1969)

concipcted one of the only studies wifich systematically varied

comp4iiti'0.V'tonsent material. They presented thi4e different

consent forms.'of-Varyrng length to normal volunteers. They -

eF

found that cothprehension was inversely related to the length

of the consent form. Therefore,'greater comprehension may be

achieved by, ingreasing instruction and decreasing' the complexity

of material. A simple fechnique,such as giving 4.743e. patient

.
a consent form to take home, with him prior to'signing it ,in-

`drelases 'knowledge (Morrow et al., 1978). Also suggested are

two-part-or three-part consent forms, objective tests, video-

tape'aids (Barbour and Blumenkrantz, 1978; Grabowski and MintZ,-
5

4^41.4.
1979; Schwartz, 1978; Silberstein, 1974; Stuart, 1978, WilliamsStart,

et al., 1977). Other studies have investigated the modality

of diclosure i,e, how the information. Is conveyed to the

patient -- to del rmine if comprehension 'systematyally varies

according to type of-presentation -- *written information, video-

tape, discussion .groups (Faden, 1977; Faden and Beauchamp, 1980)

These initial. studies show that modality does not seem to make a

difference in level of comprehension. However, comparing
,,...,

t.

.

innovative modalities of_disclosure with the.iraditional one-to-1
...:

;,..

one doctor-patient todel'is, as yet, untested. There is some
t

y .
. .

suggestion (MUss et al., 1979) -that instruction given by health
.

profesSionals in addition to that given by the physician improves

comprehOsion of consent information. But it is unclear WheIr

122
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this improVement is simplyiue to repeated exposure to the

consent material or as airesult of a- qualitative difference
0

in explanations given by doctors and other health professionals.

Comparing studies of comprehension of consent information

is further complicated when the Methods for assessing comprehen-

sion-are examined. Some investigators use multiple choice

or true-false tests as a means of assessment while others

utilize openended questions .with coded responses. Relevant

literature on learning and ps'chological testing has shown

that tests of recognition, - e.g. multiple choice tests,' are

.

easier than tests of recall, i.e. open-ended questions. There-

fore, comparing results of.studies which use open-ended questions
gig 4

with objectilb questions is problematic.

A further difficulty in comparing these studies lies.

in the fact'that immediate understanding and recall at some

later point in time are often treated interchangeably. However,

results show, not surprisingly, that retention of information

declines over time. The utility o`f'assessingretention of

all consent information must be questioned. Certainly it is

important that a research subject remember that he has the

4

freedom to withdraw from, an experiment but it may not be necessary

that he keep all the consent information in .mind several weeks.

or months after the initial decision. Further, the
0

fact that

an individual forgets information does not mean that it wasn't

used at the time of the decision and then forgotten as part

of the normal forgetting process.,

123.



It must be noted that in the studies reviewed here,

.

there has been tan assumption made by most of the investigators

that Knowledge ofthe consent information as measured by some

form of objective test is equated with comprehension of that

information. This is a questionable assumption. If an

individual is able to repeat what he has been told, it does not

necessarily mean he understands that informatibn. 'In other

words, knowledge is a necessary but not sufficient condition

for'uriderstanding. A novel approach such as .that taken by

Mellinger et al, (1980) seems to be called fpi.. They deireloped

.o three-part assessment of comprehension which includes an

objective test which requires subjects to make judgments

about a series of statements. judgments indicate a,

lack of comprehension.

nr Lastly, the sample characteristics of the patients'Illust

be taken into account when we examine comprehension. Many of

the studies have examined understanding of consent information

by medical patients who have serious` illnesses`. Others have

looked at the less,sseriously ill andxsome have researched the

"normal" 1.roitint&er (i.e., thOsewithout medical illness).,

)1'
Hospitalized and non hospitalized patients haVe been studied.

COmparability.of, these subject groups cannot be assumed.: The

at,

ill patient is. under morevemotional stress than the healthy

.volunteer. This stress may interfere with comprehension of

consent information. Further, differences may be found beiween.°
I

the hospitalized and-non-hospitalized patient. There is some
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research which suggests that hospitalization itself makes

. -.

an individual feel more vulnerable and this in-turn max

influence comprehension of consent information'. Cassileth et al.,

(1980) found that ambulatory patients demonstrated greater -

'comprehension of, consent information for cancer treatment

than those who were bedridden.' Perhaps bedridden patients were

preoccupied with more serious illness. Further, educational

level and' intelligence have shown some relationship with com-:

prehension of consent information (Cassileth et al., 1980)
4

°although t is. is. not a consistent finding.
0

Overall, the comprehension level of consent information

is not very high. Howev r instructional aids seem to increase

comprehension.. In ge ral, conclusigns frOM these studies of

comprehension must be diawn with caution because of their

limitations.

Patient Reactions

In addition to studying 'the amount of conseyit information

that patients understand, some investigators have conducted
S.

studies on how patients feel about being informed (Alfidi, 1971;
-

Denney et'al., 1975; Gorden and.Johnston, 1976; Lankton'et al.,

1977). This area of investigation was popular a.few years ago

when the merits of informed consent were betng'hotly debated. , /
.

)

This research typiCally was designed to assess wh'et1er in ming
.1

the patient was harmful. TO a large_ degree, this point is moot -

. D. ...... . .

since consent is now required for most research projects and not

informing the subject is no longer a possibility) initial. efforts
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are being made to redirect this research toward determining

the least-anxiety-producing manner for informing the, patient

(Faden, 1977; Faden and Beauchamp,. 1980).

Patient reaction to consent information is typically

assessed by asking patients whether the informatiofinisclosed

in the consent session made them upset or anxious. 'While there

are anecdotal rep s-that the disclosure made patients anxious

or fearful, statistical studies find no differences in anxiety

levels, either self-reported or by physician observers, be-

twedn informed and uninformed patients (Denney et al., 1975;

Lahkton et al., 1977; Houts and Leaman, 1980). While two

studies, without uninformed controls (Alfidi, 1971; Houts and

Leaman, 1980) found that consent information disturbed about

40% of the patientS, only 1% decided not to go ahead with the

recommended .prpdedure and 97% of the people regarded the

1-1.6

information as.useful. It is interesting to note that one

"study (Denney-et aa., 1975) found that anxiety-levels post-

, operatively were lower in informed rathet than uninformed pitients.

.
This finding, suggests that knowledge of expected results make

the:actual results more emotionally tolerable and less frightening. -

In fact, This notion serves as the basis for pre-surgical,
et,/

counseling which prepares patients through support and information.

In'a study of family planning cliniC patients,,diffserent

methods of disclosing information to the patients did not pave

impact of patients' level of anxiety (Faden, 1977). About r

n

twenty-five pe cent of the Tatie'hts reported feeling more anxious

-126
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than usual following the disclosure of information. However,

the same percentage of patienti who were faced with making the

,decision about contraception also reported more anxiety than

. usual despite the fact that they,had not received the detailed

information.

4-

0117

Thus, when conducting studies in this area it is important

to attempt to separate out normal anxiety induced by making a

decision about a medical problem from'anxiety induced by detailed

information about the procedure. Further, it would be useful

to conduct similar studies with medically ill patients to

determine whether, they AsPond differently than patients who are

hellthy (Golden and Johnston, 1970)'. 'A study which did examine

chronically il,l patients found that physicians who sounded

angry and anxious but whose speech content was sympathetic-had

patients who were more content. This suggests that-a very

complicated. set of factors are involved in patients' reactions

in a medical setting (Hall et al.,1980).

) Overall; this area of invest4ation would seem to bco

most fruitful if of orts were placed, not in looking at whether

consent information mikes people upset or anxious, but instead

toward finding the least anxiety:provoking manner in which to

disclose information.

Decision-making/

A small number of °studies have investigate& factors

which influence patient decision- making in the consent process.

Some studies have shown that-people fee/ that they have no choice

1.2 7



and Must participate.(McCullum and Schwaistz, 1 69). Other

t

studies do not find'this and the primary focu of them has

been to determine whether disclosure'ofrisks tiscourage

patients or research subjects frbt giving consent (Alfidi, 1971;

Lankton et al., 1977). Ma study of risk disclosure for

anesthesia, patients did not refuse the procedure following

detailed information about the tisks (Lankton et al., 1977).

Similarly in two studies only a few p4ients refused angio-
. .

graphy following a detailed risk disclosdre (Alfidi, 1971). Per-
.

haps the best knownstudy in this area was conducted on kidney'

11.8.

donors (Fenner and Marshall, 1970): This study was designed

todetermine whether kidney donors utilized risk information in

their decision_ID donate a kidney. It was foun d that decisions

were made long before any detailed risk disclosure was made and

further that disclosure had little impa-et on'the_donorq. However,

more recent research (Stanley et al., 1980; Stanley et al., 1981)

ha's drown that participation in hypothetical research projects
4

varies according to the risk of the project.

A few studies have attempted to relate comprehension IA

.consent information to decision-making4Epstein and Lasagna,

1969; Stuart, 1970.. Tentatively, findings seem to indicate

that higher levelseof comprehension are associated'with higher

r ate of Agreement. However, interpretation of these findings

are.P'roblematic'because the risk-)Denefit ratios of the procedures
-1

must be khown in.order to determine whether the patients'

aifirmatiVe decisions were sensible.

o
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As an, outgrowth of the studies which shoWed that risk
,

disclosure does not seem to influence decislon-inaking with

4 4-regard to medical procedures, some investigators have begun

t6i.dentify factors which do influente decis ns. In a study

of participation in psychology experiments (Geller and Faden,
4

1979), the relative influence of standard consent information

and personal testimony of one individual was examined. ,While

recall of consent information was affected by testimony which

contradicted it, the decision-to participate was not affected.

In another study, subjects reported that disclos,ed information

not the primary determinant in decisiOns regarding contra-

ception. Instead, personal feelings were reported'to-have A

greater influenCe on the decision (Faden and Beauchamp, 1980).

As an extension of'"thiS work, it seems worthwhile to utilize

and adapt some of the techniques developed by investigators who

research decisiodlmaking and information-prOcesSing (Janis

antmann, 1977; Jungerman, 1980). For example, it_seems

,a

worth-

while to try to adapt the,technique Of "policy capturing) to

: research on informed consent. In addition to, asking subjects

what influenced them, they/could be'placed in a variety of -

hypothetical situations and asked to make a decison about

participation.. In thil way, thezTat ent's ability to report

influefices; an ability which is not 'completely reliable, would

notbe so heavily depended upon. This hypothetical approach.

with its pitfalls cawbe balanced with the patient self-reports

fOr a fuller picture of-the decision-making procelss.

I
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Competency
A

Competency.to.ehgage in the consent procese.'fras been

the least researched area in the informed consent litefature.

120-

A major-difeiculty with conducting research on competency lies' AL

in 'the fact that' there is no standard definition of competence,.

(Meisgl et al.; 1977; Roth et al., 1977), no accepted test

of competency (Appelbaum' et al.., 1984.;Appelbaum et:al., 1981b;
- _ -

. Dabrowskiet al., 19781and no clear agreement on the appropriate

dividing line between competence and incompetence. .In studies

of comprehension, what one investigator believes as

competence (.Woodward, 1979) another believes indicates in-

competence (Bergler et al., 1980). Further, agreement, is lacking

on which groups of patients should be suspect as ,having "uncertain
r

"'"competence." Mintally ill patients have been identified as
.

one such group and the few empirical studies on competency have
. :

focused on the mentally.ill. However, othei populations. may.

also fall into-this category of "questionable competence." These
. s

groups are the elderly, children, the mentally'retarded and

those patients suffering from organic-brain syndrome: Empirical

investigation of these individuals is lacking.

. The empirical evidence that is available with respect to

the mentally-ill presents a somewhat mixed picture. Undef the

rubric of "mentally ill," are primarily schizophrenic and

psychotically ?pressed patients. One conclusion which can be

safely drawn with rupect to the mentally iVl is that they

certainty do no better than.medical patients in the,cOnsent process.

t

---
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The evidence that they are less able to give consent is

somewhat equivqcal,and to a certain extent depends upon the

definition of competency which is utilized. With respect

to Comprehension of consent information, a ew studies have
. 4

assessed psychidliqp patients'
.

ability to understand consent
. it

information (Appelbaum et al.,1981a Grossman and Summers,

1980; Soskis and Jaffe, 1979; Roth etital., 1980). In general,

" -
0

picients do'nOt have avery high level of understanding of consent

information. However, whe

comprehension with studie

comparing studied of medical patients'

f psychiatric patients, understanding

in both groups seem to be fairly equal (Grossman and Summers,

/(j
.1980; Soskis and Jaffe,,1979). 'At example cif this is seen in

. 1
J 1...".

one study which foind tha' schizophrenic patients understood
. -

,....

abbut 50%.of the materia
0
on aw.consent form which was read to

,

them (Grossman and Summers, 1980.- In a direct compaidson

of psychiatric and medical.patients,.i't was found that

schizophreniic patieDts were more aware. of the risRs a ide

effects,of their medication than were Aedical pati; s (Soskis,
. .

1978). On the'other. hand medicalpatients were ttef, informed
.

.about the name and crose oPtheir`medication as well as their
o

'diagnosis. The'poor knowledge of die is by psychiatric patients
'.4 4

-7: may be partly a result of a general reluctance by hospital-staff

' to tell patients that they have schizophrenia. Related to the

comprehension level of psychiatric patients are studies 14hich

haye--examined the literacy skills of thesepatients. Despite

'the fact that psychiatric patients' comprehension of consent

e"./
or.
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information seems to be equal to medical patients, researcE

indicates that their reading comprehension Scores were only

at the e-fiLfth grade level (Berg and Hammitt, 1980; Coles et al.,

- 1978). As a result, a suggestion is made that hospital,

documents be simplified for psychiatric patients (Berg and

'Hammitt, 1978) as sode have suggested for medical patients.

144,-

In studies of psychiatric-patient's ability -to consent

to hospitalizaiton; the results indicate that level of knowl(dge

of patient rights is relatively pooT"(Appelbaum et al., 1981a;

Palmer and Wohl, 1972). However, as the authors mention

is important. to know whether medical patients would score higher

than psychiatric patients and alto it is important to separate

out whit was' the result of patients' inabilities and deficient
.

information-giving on the Tart of 'the hospital, admissions service.

In contrast to the studies which conclude that psychiatric

patients may not be competent-to give consent, one study

concludes that 93% of the patients give a valid consent

(Dabrpwski et,a1., 1978). Howevel, the stand4rd for comietency

was set much lower than the other studies described here.

In a study of cOnsentto ECT. (Roth et al Z, 1980) it was

'fou'ild that, about 25% of the patients. were found to be incompetent-
,

based on their understanding of consent infordation and independent

judges' opinions about their comprehpnsion. This study is the

'-first which has taken.a compteheAsive approach by coordinating'
t

objective infoTmat4) toirt(ile., patient comprehension) with,legal

judgments .and psychiatric opinions and seems .to be a fruitful

1.1e0.0.

4
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direction for further research.

A few studies of psychiatric patients have examined
.---

the, relationship between understanding and the decision to

consent or refuse t1 proposed procedure (Grossman and Summers,'

198-0.; Roth et,a1., 1980). They found that, like medical patients,

psychiatric patients who unders/tood more of the consent informa-

tion tended to agree to the procedure more often.

With respect to patients' rationale for deCiding to agree

to a treatment or research gratocol, results are not clear-cut.

One study found that the risks of psychotropic medication did

not play, a role,in patients' decisions to ruse medication

(Applebalrand Gutheil, 1980). Psycho4ogidal factors were

cited as primary reasons. It is diffitult to compare these

results with those from medical patients betause no medical-

study to date has attempted to delineate the psychological

factors exhmined.in the psychiatr4study. In a study (Sthnley

et al., 1980; Stanley et al., 1981) which examined psychiatric

and medical patients' willingness-to participate in a series

of hypothetical studies, no differences were found between

the two patient groups. Bath psychiat-tic and medical patients

agreed to participate in the studies in a manner which was

consistent with the level of risk attendant to the study

protocol. It is important to conduct h parallel study which
o

investigates participation rate in act 1 projects.

Overall, the'empirical researc on competency shows that

psychiatric patients do have some impairment in their abilities.

.40
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However; some of the research also shows that in iOme respects

they do not differ from medical patients. As'a result, further

-

studies which utilize comparison groups, particularly medical

patients,;. are vital if conclusions' are to 6ea.i;wn about any

one group --o patients. In addition, it'is also ithportant.to

. state precisely. the standar\4s used for determining competency ,

so thatcomparispns can be more readily made\from study to ipdy

Conclusions, such°as only a "quarter-of the patients could give

true consent" (Pryce,1978), are 'helpful only if the criteria

for true consent are disclosed.

A
Conclusions

This review has attempted to highlight major findings on

.informed consent in four areas: 1. disclosure and comprehension;,

2. patient reactions to the consentiprocess, 3. the deciSi9n-
tf

124

maki4process and 4. competency to Owe consent.
41* a.

Areas for further investigation were particularly emphasized

and can be summarized as follows:

1. Further study of comprehension of consent information

should include careful documentation of what was disclosedto

the patient in order to make assessment of comprehension meaning-
.

ful. Also, a more dative approach than straightforward° -

knowledge tests, to the assessment of comprehension-is

called for.

fi

2, 'Comparison groups are of utmost importance If Our

findings are to be-interpreted meaningfully. It_is_not possible

1

-to conclude that one group of atients is not competent /if we

134,-
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*do not have a standard of comparison."
.

3. In this regard,"clearer criteria for competency

to cignsent to research shoufd be developed. Those criteria
,,.

should be explicitly stated in each study so that comparisons

125

can be more readily made. The dividing line between competency

and-incompetency should be systematically formulated.

4. Multivariate studies which examine the inter-
.

relationships among relevant variables ahould be undertaken.

For example, the relationships among methods of disclosure,

rationality of decision-making, comprehension of Consent rnforma-
,

tion, and finaleconsent decision has been investigated only to

-

a imited extent. oThe'multrilariate aivroach offers the .

.

advantage of comparing different means ofassessment andsmefhods

on the same, population. As a result, ,findings can be stated more

Conclusively.

0 ,
5., In' the same vein,. comparisons of ,patient

.;

characteristics across patients groups seems to be'important.

Factors, such as the effects of hospitalization on the ability

to give consent, havetot been investigated. ReleVant research

is..of practical value -with respeCt.to timing =of Consentipbther
, .

,
,

factors may dnfluenpe consent such as whether or not, tlib---
of

,

-pdtient is medicated eddcational level and whether'the

,

hospitalization is voluntary or involuntary,amay oe important

;nfluences on ability-to,consent and they require further studi:

it would.be fruitful to approach research on

consent by more fully meshing experimental methodology with clinical

.135
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research. Techniques can be borrowed'from decision - making

T
research and from social psychology's research methods. By

utilizing more refined methodology, internal validity of our

research will, be enhanced. This in turn, should be balanced

by the more traditional clinical studies whi.ch,have greater

external validity. Some attempts have been made to study,

.consent'to,psychological research `in this way, (Bercheid et al.,

k

I

1973; ,Farr andSeaver, 1975; Michaels and Oetting, 1979).

In conclusion, with regard to the, consent process, more

'questions are tnaswered thawanswered at this time. Much

additional -empirical work is 'required to answer these questions.

4 6

. .

O
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An Agenda for IfesearCh on Competency to Consent.

At the NIAH. workshop on coMpetency and the capacityto consent
."

the participants all endorsed a call for_more empirical resear4h.

'ft is, of course, easy, to, dismiss a plea for more research;by

-researchers. I am often cynical of sual positions myself. But

*141k
this case, more empirical research is not only in the best

A

interests cif researchers in the field.- If properly conducted, such

resear- ch could contribute significantly to important ethical and

public policy questions. At the moment, our empirical understanding
.0"

of the relationship-between competency and consent provides a grossly

inadequate base for medical decision making and for the 'development
s

of reasonable public policies.

Foe,about four hours, bur group tackled the charge of developing

an agenda for empirical research on tompetencysto consent. We

were asked to identify those areas where empirical reArArch was most

ti

needed, both from 4 theoretical and an applied perspective. What

follows'is a distillation of that morning's discussion, organized

around the,five major areas :or toplcs'whichemeriedAgring our

conversation. These areas were:. comparative studies; studies of
40,

voluntariness and disclostrergtudies po'clevelop empirical tests

of competedcy;,atndies to irprove theeconsent process; and st4dles

of proxy consent.

*-
A,r
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Comparative Studies

'A partidUlar psychiatric population's (e.g., schizophrenics)

capacity to consent cannot be properly evaluated without reference

to the capacities of other populations, psychiatrically impaired
e"

and otherwise. More research is needed which directly compares

different groups on a series of factors 'including decision-making

processes, decision outcomes,' cognitive "capacities, and compre-

hensioh of disclosed information. Examples of such studies include

research which would compare (1) Patients with diffeWmg psychiatric

diagnosis, (2) psychiatric patients with medicaleatients whose

illnesses involve losses of cognitive functioning (e.g., neurological

and neurosurgical patients, dialysis patients), (3) psychiatric

patients with chronic pain patients and otherwise seriously physically

ill patients, (4) psychiatric patientS with normal volunteers and

(5) psychiatricloatieents with researchers. In addition to determining

rwhethe these groups differ in their cvacities to.consent, these

`studies should examine whether the groups differ in their personal,

moral, or cultural values.

Studies of Voluntariness and Disclosure-

Inmany instances, it is difficult to distinguish issues of

psychological competence from questions of voluntariness and the

effects of external constraints on autonomous choice. For example,

it is possible that psychiatric patients and medical patients do not

.differ as much in their capacity to comprehend information as in

their,perceptions of the consequences of refusing consent. These

differing perceptions Mayrelate to-the system'of,involuntary civil

commitment which exists for psychiatric patients, but not for medical
IC)

- patients. ..In addition, research is needed to examine'the effects
A ,

.

_.
. .

of ifis,titutionaliaattipn on the consent process, both for psychiatric I

72
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populations and for other groups.

,Issues about competency are also related to questions about.

disclosuie. Studies are needed to-determine whetheriosychiatric

'patients differ-from other people in their information preferences

(how much and what kinds of information they want to be told), as

well as in their cognitive reactions. to information. In this

research, it would be particular interesting to identify whether

)

psychiatric patients who are being_redruited as research subjects

differ from investigators in their perdeptions of the kinds of

information that should be exchanged. ,

Studies to Develop Empirical Tests of Competency to Consent

There was-substantial difference of opinion as to whether the
3

field /would be better served_by simultaneous exploration'of multiple

(often'donflictIng) tests of cometency, or by a more theoretically -s\

guided research progiad in which emphasis is placed on developing an

acceptable definition of eciiielency to consent. Practical -coniderations

J.
argue for validity and reliability testing of alternative competency

scales. this context, the issue of predictive validity was much

disCussed. Screening instruments designed to assess patients' capacity-

, to understand could be validated a st a criterion of actual under -

standing of disclosed information. Also discussed was the question

of how understanding could best be operationally defined, and whether

the'capacity to make logical deductions from informatio is not
4

central to understanding of the information.

Studies to Improve the Consent Process

In'addition to studies to develop tests of Competency to consent,

researchei-Aneed to evaluate interventions designed to make "incompetent"

173
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patients competent. Education and communication-are cen .1 to the

capacity to comprehend. More research is-needed to delimit the

extent to which educational techniques could improve psychiatric

patients' abilities to comprehend, and therefore to consent. Research
,

,
i, .lso needed to identify the costs associated with such techniques.

, .

While it-ma e possible with intensive enough instruction to make
,

,

many or even'most patients "competent," the,questkolizemains whether

r -
\

-,,
c

the result is worth the -efforts. Costs to the health' care system

as well as the diversion of resources from the therapeutic enterprise

must be'considered.
..

Studies of Proxy Consent
o

Although there has-been relatively little research on competency
,

and the capacity to give consent, there has been even less research

on the relipted. practice of proxy consent. Research is needed to

identify who best approximates the patient as decision maker under

differing circumstances. Research is also needed to determine the

kinds of people patients prefer as proxies and whether or under

what circumstances proxies reach different decisions than patients

Relsted to issues about,prpxy consent are questions about the

role thpt family members, play in the consent process, whether or not

patients are viewed as competent to consent. Little"is known about

who actually participates in the,dision to consent to research or

therapy. To the extent at the decision making unit includes other

e
.individgalsbesides the lent (family 'and/or.phYsician), judgments

.

abQut the capacities of p lents may be less central than judgments

about the competency and autonomy of the expanded decision making unit.

Dr. Ruth Paden
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APPEND'DC .
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aHHS Regulations and-Psyco?;atric Research:

New Guidelines for informe6Consent.,

\..

Natal le,- Reatig, B.A.

harmacologic a nd Somatic Treatments

Me.searCh Branch

'National Institute of Mental Health

Room10

Rockville, MD. 20857

11.

r

sc'

The author'is speaking' frbd her own knowledge of the

$
regulations. The Opinions'expressed are those of the

;
,

author and do not necessarily reflect the official policy
s e

of the National Institute of Mental Health.
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New federal regulations togovern research with human subjects supported

or conducted by the Department of Health and Numan Services were published.

In the Federal Register -on January 26, 1981 (1).and will go into effect on,

July 27, 1'981. -This paper will discuss those portions ofthe regullations

which relate most directly to the critical issue of informed consent.
a

se°
40

Concern about this process has created one of the major. practical problems

facing researchinvestigators working with persons whose ability to make

decisions on their own behalf is not ascertained at the time of entry into

consent 'negotiations. We have developed the phrase "persons of uncertain

competence" to describe this popillation.

The Department has intended the regulations to be flexible enough to

meet the need for any safegua.rds required to accomplish adequate protections

for vulnerable human research subjects. With respect to the reqUirements

for infcirmed consent procedures, the,new regulations allow substantial

discretionary powers-to ,IRas and encourage adaptation of protective measures

to suit the needs of individual protocols.

The categories of subjects identified as possibly "vulnerable" have

been expanded. These now include persons. with acute or severe physical or

mental illness, and persons who are economically or educationally'

disadvantaged; (1, at 46.111 (b). Institutionbl eview Boar4s (CR8s) are
4

. ,

also cautioned topay special .atfentLon to resesch invorving hostoltallied,

-patient's, other institutionalized persons or disproprortionate numbers of

raciaror ethnic minorities or persons of low*.socioeonomic status. (1,' p.

83783 cool . , Par. 1)

*
1
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Lnyestigators are required to seek .cons nt only,under circumstapces ,

0

, fhaminirlize the possibility of coercion or undue influence and that

peovie prospecfive'sublects sufficient opportunity to consider whether or
.

01not te'participate. The InforMation given mu t'be in language. ,.

undersfiandable 10 the subjects (41, at 46.116

eithet f 'the,subject,or from the subject'

repres itat ive. No eclat l'nstructions are
.0. 1.

Consent must be.obtainedjo

legally authorrzed

Iven coocerning'hOw to
. ,

deter ime when the pnesentptive steps in or who t"(individual must (or:
... .I,

evem,might
i-

tie. Sub its who are adjudicated as lega incompetent -will
. ,

\ -A . ,,

.'
)

have an allpo*Ibted legi131 guardian'. For persons FUNCTIONALLY but snot legally

incompet ent; if_is usually hre ..most avlab,le nexf f,.kin.
,

k

in cases of doubt as 1.functional comRetency, a common practice among

reseaechet.invesjigators'isto)etumine that the sUbjeAt understands thek
. -4

content of the co'ntent' form: A lreat (Wai of time effort is spent.

-,

designing and modifying consent forms to ensure
,

fhat,.they contain, at least i

* - .

... .
, .

the minimim Information which subjects should hlik t9 un'aerstand rn or.der,to
..; -,---,a,

.
, 'N.,.

.

weigh, for'themselves the ,pros and .cons, risks*an0 ben,efite, of there own
.

participation in the research. _
,

,

4-
-The new regulations require ebght,se0arate elements of lnfor'fiatiom to-

{
be -.revealed, and suggest an additional* elements '!when appropriate. (1,

rs.

Ar

at 46.116, -See'Appendrx): 'The "stan ,iatd" for functional competency becomes

- more 4tielff icult to meet as the number--Of -elements consideed necessary for

"valid" 'consent incre e%,0 s. For this reason, 'tilt extremely important that
.

. . -

:,- the new regulations allow.111,Bs to approve consent forms whiCh ado not
,

1.ncludl, or which alter,, some or all of the elements of-dnformedoolf!eWt, or

.

$ 4:Vil'IX
.

,

. ' 4 ' %
f y

0 ---°a-to approve waiver Of the reqdirement to obtain informed consent artogether.
4%.
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this wilt be al lowed only when:

,

1) the research involves' no more the minimal risk

2) 'thevalver or alteration will not adVersel vaffect the!
t

,' rights' and wel fare. of. the Subjects. ,.-

..-

.

. .
-

. i, .

. .

3) the re.S'epc611,-65-6 Id not practicably be, carr led out Withoy*,

-
. the wiver ,or al teeation ;

,

4 .
.'

.-
. 4-

V

AND '4) when appropr 1,,ate; the subjects wi 1 I be provided with,

additional, . pertinent information -after' participation. (1,

at 46.116 (d). r

With respect to persons of "uncertain competence", e.g.p persons with

chronic or acute mental. disab I I itres, victims of:acd 1 dents, persons being

.treated with drugs which impair mental funOthoning, aged Sersons with

dimihIshed capacity, or 'persons of limited intelligence, the DHHS :
'

...,

"...recognizes that Ind I v dual s posses's ',at-Ong degrees of Gapacity to

undertand and that a particular individuals capacity' can vary,, .from time to
t.

time. Al lowance- for alteration -or' waiver of the elements of informed,

Consent can serve as ,a just' fbicatio'n_ for tai Loring the Stiount and complexity

of

4-
_

information to kse prov I ded
,

thp consent .proces.s where potential.
s

Subjects are Lice! y to have somewhat impaire& or Limited capaci-ty't&

tift.clerstaind.- Under these circumstances, alter attOns.or waivers should
,#

-
: 4-non y be approved e (

,
,o , ,

' 1) -for_ use with subjects' who 'are functional 1 y aP(174ega) l y; competent
F o ,,- :.,,,,,v.,44

'. ,. 4. ',
try.' give conSent-. artc ,

'

14.)f, ttie.:plrpose 4. Fs- to insure that these su ects receive . in format.i.ori /Tr)
....

' .. ,
. .....

,. , f
keilliF en reasonabl y. -be' 'expecte;d';to -u4derstina ..in order to "makell a. ,

. f .

,
. . , % ,

.:. A
. N .

*,noidEictg0db.1.e..decision regar,ding the 1 i-.. part LcMation )n. the rese
. ' .

,
; 0

1 )''' ) . I.
U ,

iFA51 I' % #
7 . ?

' 4

. . ,.S.; 1...
'4,f'.,.' ' 2, ,!$ ... .... 4 as.

..,,r

tt *.
,,:!:-: . . W
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tav
In such-cwses, the IRB shall Insure that procedtires,are developE::

.
_seek consent from subjects at a time when they can make a reasonable

o

judgment, and to determine that each subject has sufficient capacity-to give

consent." (I, at page 8383, col. 2, Par: I)'

NOTE: These instrntions are not incorporated into the body of the
...

regulations, they appear in the preamble. However, they' can and 'should be
. . 0
adopted by IRBs,as:standerd procedure. k

,

.

The implications of this new pojicy,for psychiatric research may *bet°

.enable partictpatIon by subjects who lgtit otherwrte be consi dered ..J,-.,:. to
.

give a. "valid" consent if obliged to absorb 'each and 'every one of the

required "erements". The .option to taitor-the content and-presentation of ,eg

-N.

informtiOn in ol:dertato . optimize the possibility for persons to make their

own decisions'should enhance the self-respect and autonomy of. the so-called,
.

.4
,"mentally"disabled". 4t should also .encourage much needed reSearch by

,
. ,

.
.

.

. .. 1
.

.
.

avoldln§a-reitamce upon.adversarial.am10"legalistIc" procedures In

the consent proceS"S. , :.

Two questions immediately arLse. Wai vers or alterations are only
f 4 I' .

.

allowable in, "minimal risk" research with subjects who are "functionally
,

,

competent". Whet qualifies a's "minimal risWm research?- How, tYy whom, and,

- -. *
3

with what criteria sheJl;determinations:of Piunctional- ,competency", be made?

The fil-st
4..

question 1S more easi-ry addressed?. The new regulations

define Minmal risk ?e9earch'ee research in which.. "the: risks of harm
...

,';:an-ricipated are :119t.,greater, considering probability'and/m magnitude, than

those prdinarthcentoUntered in daily li.fe or during the, 1 ..-at.

Aroutine ph.Otcal or psy,choLogic41 examinations or_.,ests." (1, 'at.46.102) :- , .. -'- . 3
./

. .
0

I.

r ,
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NOTE: "THE DHHS HAS REWORDED THE FINAL REGULATION TO REFLECT ITS INTENTiOti

THAT THE RISKS OF HARM ORDINARILY. ENCOUNTERED. IN DAILY-LIFE MEANS THOSE -

RISKS ENCOUNTERED IN THE DAILY LIVES OF THE SUBJECTS OF THE RESEARMy i1,

at p. 8373, col. 3, Par 1). Thus, an IRB might considdr certain,procedures

to be "les's gran minimal risk" if they do not- increase the risks to which

the subject, is otherwise exposed in -fhb course of his or her,dally routine. -.

The second question can only be ltveered "We donitknow". ResearCh

InvestigatorsworkIng withpopulltioni fitting the desdriptive term of
o

tt

';uncertain competence" must',pagin to Toestion,and study this problem. The

practical ap.plications of the knowledge to be generated from studies of the is

deciadon7making and consent processes extend beyond_the,research settirig.

Problems emerging fr'em implementationof the rights of institutionalized

psychiatric.patients to.refuse treatments will be,addressed thrOugh thes%
, ,

enquirr,es- as will problemi concerning establ)shment of there""voluntary" or

"involuntary" residency. Th'e searth for cause; prevention'ind treatmitnt of

'mental=illnetses'will be much furthered. by attention to-these critical

issues.. Enhancement of the communication between subject and investigator

or cierit practitioner will promote the ther'apeutic partnershiphich

the.heal-ing anti, research arts require for opt!

.4 .

ReferehCe-S

6 c.

. % t
,

--------, - . , . - .., ,... ,
/..---,'--z,- : ,t, . .

.. .

1:,Department.of Health and Human-Services,.ptfIce of the Secretary,'Public
.,,

_Health Service Human Research Subj-ects: .Fipal Regulations-Amending Bpsic .

,..
t .:-i

,

.HHS Pol4cy:for the Ptotection of Human Aesearch ubjecf's Federal
../ 1

-.Registec :466:8366i January 26,"1§81. , .
,...



APPENDIX DHRS REGULATIONS 4 CFR 46 Subpart A

%.,INFORMED CONSENT 411,44

A. List of Recirred Elements: A6.116 (a)

ea/

.

"Except as,provided elsewhere...no tayestigator may involve a human being

as a subject in research covered by these regulation to les the investigator

has obtained the legally effectiVe informed .consent.of the subject or the

'Subject's legally authorized repiesentative.°

No informed consent, whether oral or written, may include any exculpatory

language through which the subject (or the represent'ative) is made to waive or

.appear tp waive any of the subject's legal rights, or releases or appears to

release the investigator, the sponsor, the institution or its agents from

liability for negligence."
dindor""

Except as provided in paragraph C, the following information shall be
.

et.

provide4to each subject: '..

.

1) A'statement that, the study involves retearch
1.

'fan explanation'oithe puiiposes of the research
. .

the expActq,ef &ration df the subject's participation

a descriptidn of the'proceduresto be followed,

v

identificationapf any procedures whidh are experiMental.
-

A

6

2Y A descriptidniof any reasonably foreseeable risks br discomforts the

eubject:'

4
'....

(
..

..

t 1 81
P /

V.

...*

O .' *".....: 6 (
5 .
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c

C

kas

3) A description of any benefits to the subjct or to,othe4 which pay

J,reasonably be expected from the research.

4) A disclosure of appropriate alternative procedures or courses of

(

treatment, if any, that might be advantageous to the subject.

N
o

5) A statement describin% the extent, ifeany, to which confidentiality,of

172

records identifying the subject will be maintained.
o 4

6) FOR RESEARCH INVOLVING MORE THAN MINIMAL RISK: An explanation as to

whether Any compensation and an explanation as to whether any medical
A

V

treatments are availab le if injury occurs and, if so, .what they consist

of, or where further information may be obtained,.

C

7) .An explanation of whom to contact. for answers, to pertinent questions
.

about the research and subjects' rigtd, and whomto coptact in the
''

ev ent of a research-related inItiry to the subject.

I

Ak 48) A statement that participation is voluntary, refusal 'to participate
.

0

62

will involve no penalty:orloss of benefits to which the subjec

is otherwise entitled, and the subject may discontinue participation

at any time withoilt pena&y, or-loss of benefits to which

is otherwise entitled.

182
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a

4

4

. B. List of Op ional Elements:, 46.116 (b)" v_

When appropriate,, uncor more of the followirt. elements of informati,m

shall also be provided to each subject:

1) A statement that the particular ,reatment or procedure may involve

risks to the subject '(or to the embryo or fetus, if the subject is or may

become,pregnant) which are currently unforeseeable.

2) Anticipated circumstances under which the subject's participation may

be terminated by the investigator without regard- to:the subject's consent.

t
3) ?ini additional costs to the subject that may re'sult froni partiLpatidn

,

1- ...

in the research.

`The consequences of a subject's decision to withdraw. from the ,research

and procedures for orderly termination of participation by the subject.

5) A statement that significant new findings developed dUring the course

. of the research which may relate to'the subject's willingness to continue

participationyill be provided to the subject.

if. .

1

,
6).The approximate numbei)of subjectd involxed,in the study:'

183
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C. Waivers and Alteration: 46.116 (c)

,

An IRB may approve a consent procedure which does not include or which

alters, some or all of'the elements of informed consent set forth above, OR

WAIVE THE REQUIREMENT TO OBTAIN INFORMED CONSENT provides the IRB finds and

dbcuments that:

1) the research is to )ge conducted for the purpose of demonstrating or

evaluating i) Federal,- state, or local benefit or service programs which are

not themselves research programs,

ii) procedures for obtaining benefits or services under these

programs,

OR .ii) pissib?e changes in or alternatives to these programs or

procedures;

research, could/not practicably cayied out without tIr waiver

Alteration,

V4

"Large scale" behefit and 'services research.
.,- .4.

:ft/be.Department concluded that IRB review of studies of federal, state,

, . .,. .

or local benefit or servioe programs iiappiopriate and desirable, even whet',

'411,may be impracticable to o btain the informed consent of the subjects.
_

..

.1) 91*
Therefore, research of this kind will NOT be exempt from IRB reOtiewOr

approval requirements, But an IRB may approve waiver of some or all of tha

'4i:formed consent requirements." (FR:46:8383, Jp. 6, 1981)

le

4 184
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OR WHEN; (46.116'(d)

'.i.-
...

1) The research involves no more than minimal risk to subjects;
,' .

-,

2) the waiver or alteration wipapot-adversely affect the rights and
.. .

welfare of the subjects;
.

1

)
.

.
3) The research could not practicably be tarried out withouthe waiver or

(

alteratioi; AND

4) whenpver appropriate, the subjects will be provided.with additional

pertinent information after participation.

*4°

5". Doqumentation of Informed Consent: 46.117.
1

4

Except as provided paragraph (c), informed consent shall be documented
.

by the dse6f a written consent form,approved by the IRB and signed by the

subject or.the subject's legally authorized representative. A copy shall be

giveri to tee .person signing the forti.

.44
.

: ,

.The consent
.

form' may . De ,,, either:,
,--,

1) a written consent document thatemNdies the elements of informed

consent required by (the regulations). This form may Ie read to the

subject or the ...legally authorized representative' (and) either...

(shall.be given) adequate opportunity "to,read. if:iefore (signing).
. A

'185
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tr,

2) a "SHORT FORM", written, consent document stating that the elements

of informed. consent required...have been present d orally to the

subject or the ...legally authorized representative.

When this (SHoRT.FORM) method is.usedi there shill be a

witness to the oral' presentation.

cr

The IRB sEAil approve a written summary of what'is to be said to
A

the subject or the lrepresentative.
4

Only the short form itself is to be signed...However, the witness

shall sign botilthe short form and a cbpy of the summary. The person

actually obtaining the consent shall sign a copy of the summary.

AwA copy of the summary shall be given to the subject dr the

o

(

representative in addition to a copy of the short form.

e .

V
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E. Waiver of Requirements fox Documentation of Consent: 46.117 (c)

An IRB may waive the requirement for the investigator to obiaina

signed consent form for some or all subjects if it finds eithert

N

O

1) that the only record linking the subject and

the research would be the consent document and

the principal risk would be potential harm

resulting from a breach of confidenti lity. Each

subject will be asked whether the subject wantd
,

documentatation linking the subject with the

research, and the subject's wishes will govern. a

2) that the research presents no more than minimal

risk of harm to subjects and involves no

procedures for which written consenys normally

requirtva outside of the research context.

In cases where the documentation requirement is waived, the IRB may require
.. 0

'41,-

the investigator to provide subjects with a written statement, regarding the
, 1

research. 4

187
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. AGENDA' WORKSHOPT''EMPIRICAL RESEARCWON INFORMED CONSENT
WITH SUBJECTS OF UNCERTAIN COMPETENCE

January 12-13, 1981 Conference RoOm C, Parklawn Building

8:30 A.M. Self-Service Coffee. Parklawn Cafeteria

9:00 A.M.
Welcome and introduction to the workshop

3 (15 minutes)

NIMH Res4arch'Policy and the Status

of Federal Regulations: Informed
Consent and the "Mentally Disabled"

(15 minutes)
o

Mental Health Research. and Pro61iims

of Consent and Competence
(3:Q minutes)

Questions. (5 minute's)

Natalie Reatig, Convening Chair
"Jerome Levine, M.D., Chief,
Pharmacologic and Somatic Treatment,
Research Branch, NIMH

Lorraine Torres Associate Director

for Extramural Programs
NIMH

1 7 8

Louis Wienckows.ki, Ph.D.'
Director, Division of Extramui'al

Research Programs; - 's

Acting director, Office of
,

Extramural Projects Review, NIMH

'Prepared papers: WHAT WOULD IT MEAN T6 BE COMPETENT ENOUGH TO CONSENT TO
OR REFUSE PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH?

Philosophica Overview (20 1114-lutes) Bernard Gert,'Ph.D.

-Questiois for clarification (5 - 10 minutes)

Legal Overview .(20'minutes) Alan-Mlisel, J.D.

Questions. for clarification 15 - 10 minutes) -

Psychiatric OV4rView (20,minutes)

0

Questions 'for clarification - 10 minutes)

Discussion (1 hour)

LUNCH Parklawn Cafeteria

Loren Roth, K.D.M.P.H.
Paul Appelbaum, M.D.

Moderator: Ruth Faden, Ph.D., M.P.H.

A

Prepared .REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE: EMPIRWAL STUDIES ON
(20'minutes ' COMPETENCE AND CONSENT. Barbara Stanleg,Ph.D.

Invstigator reports on research in progress. Moderator: Natalie Reatig

(1 1/2 hours)

Discussion (l'hour) . Moderator: Ruth Faden, M.P.H.

V

6:00 P.M. COCKTAILS AND DINNER Bethesda Marriott Hotel
BeliciMondo Restaurant

Tuesday, January '13

9:00 A.M.
Developing an agenda for research
(Discussidnzby the group)

ADJOURNMENT APPROXIMATELY 2 P.M.
ra..

;

Co-Chairs: Ruth Faden, Ph.D., M.P.H.
Natalie Reatig

. 188 y.
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WORKSHOP: EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ON INFORMED CONSENT
WITH SUBJECTS OF UNCERTAIN COMPETENCE

January 12-13, 1981

411

am

L

Rockville; MD.

List of Invited Guests
13,

-Mitche-T1-13. baiter, WO.
Chiefi'Applied Therapeutics

a'nd Health' Practices Program
9C-23 Parklawn Building .
Natlional Institute of Mental Health

Marie Bestu.1, M.A.
Mental Health .Services

Development Branch
1C-09' Parklwn Building
.National institute of Mental Health

v

Llewellyn B. BFgeloW, M.D:
Division Director
William A. White But ding
St. Elizabeth°s Hospitai' ,

Washington, D.C. 20037'
,

Lyle 8h/ens, Ph.D.
Acting Director
Olvlsiorr of EXtramural

Rcisearch Programs,
10-105 Parklawn Bui4dlng
National institute 'of Health

sPhilliRpe Cardop-, M.D, '-
Consultant

A
Office. tot' Protection ftom Research Risks
2.2Q9 Parker AVenue .

Wheaton, Maryland 20902
I

Betty Cooke
_Special AssistaAt tO'the Associate

DireCtor for Extramural Programs
17C-26 Paroklawn BuTlding
National_Institute.of Mental Health

Rex W. Cowdry, M.D.
Chief., Outpatient UnIt
Buildin§'10,,Room 4S239

:-National :41.nstitute of Mental Health



°

Howard Davis, Ph.D.
Chief, Mental Hval_th Services
Development Branch

11C -17 Parklawn Building
National InstItute-of.Mgptal Health.

Mary Dewire, M.A., J.D.
,2859 Slichter Hail A
University of Los Angfiles-,

at =California
Los Angeles, California '9g.024

F.'Wl am DomFell, Jr., J.D.
Assts t Director, Office for
Prot tion.from Research Risks

Westwo Building, Room 3A-17-
Nationa Institutes of Health

Joel Goldstein,' Pha.
Executive_ Secretary
BaSic Sociocultural Regbarch

Review Conimittee
9C-26 Parklawn
National, tristitute of Mental. Hehlth,

- 1 -%,

3
.

o t4.

4
MRobert' Goldstein,-.

Pitc,hiatry Service b tpatient
, bepetment °

4,. Manhattan VA, Center
24th Street 'end'First Ave.
-NeNf York; New Fork a 10010

.

F:red A(566/in, M. D. . --

- ,Chletf, ClimicAl .Psychobiology Bi-anch
-Buildirig 10,. Roorii 4S239 ._;_,

Nationaj-Ins4rtu.te cif,Mental Healtb
. \

MichelleJlarvey
Deputy AsSoCiale Administrator, for

Extramural* Programs . '

13-105ParkFawn'BulldIng
Alcohbl,.Otig Abuse and Mental Health

Ailminidtration

Naney King,
Kennildp,losfitute46of,Ethi-cs
Georgetawn University
Washingtan, D.C. 20057

,
4 ,

.4 4. 4\7....

19
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c

a

.
k,

\

1 ,''
a

C

Andrew Lautin, M.D.
Department of R chiatry .

r-, New York Univers' %
Medical Center

. .550.,First Avenue .

Ne,w York,. New York 10010

d.

'it 1.81

Joyce Lazar, Ph.D.'
. Chief, Basic and Apptitd SoCial

Sciences Research Section .

10C-17 Parklawn Building -

National Institute of Mental Health'

Jerome Levine, m:p,
chief, Pharmacologic and Somatic

Treatments Research Braneh a-

10-C-06 Parklawn Building
National Institute,ofr Mental Health

Richard MarcUs, Ph.D.
Executtwe Secretary 4

Treatmiiiifsp.evaeloRment and Assessment
Research Review Committee

9C-24Parklawn Building
'Natidnal Institute'of Mental Health

Shirlie Margblies, Ph.D.
ExeqUtive Secretary

:EplAemloloogic,and,Services Research
Reylew Committee

."'.°13C-1& ,Parktawn Building,
Nationet Institute of Mental Healtg

a
. e

°Chacles R. MacKay,_Ptr.D.
DePilty Di rector
':OffAioe for Protection from

,Research Risks I)
.

',.%' Westwood 'Butlbing,' 3A-1.8
Natidnal Institutes of Health

. , a . - . ra

'Charles R.. 14cearth, 'Ph.D.
. , D-rector 4 40

a . -,,.

Office for PrOtctiotielfrom Research Ris
Westwood Building, -03A-18

,

I'

I

National Institutes of Health
-

O
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A

frbara Mishkin, M.A.
,.. a,r ep*ty Director for Policy Studies
leres)dent's Commission for the Study.

of Ethical. Problems in Medicine and
Biomedical and Behavioral Research

20.0D K'Street, N.W. Suite 555
,Washingtqfl, D.C. 20006

Donna Parratt,
Law and Mental Realth Specialist
Offhce of Program Development

and Assessment
17C-17 Parklawn Building
'National Institute of Mental Health

Nancy O'aschalt, Ph.D.
Assistant Chief
Patient Rights and

6dvgcacy Section
,Mental Health Services
'Development Branch
11C-03 Perklawn Building
National Institute of Mental Health

John G. Fetriccianf, Ph.D.
Assistant Director For Clinical

Research; Bureau pi fikiologics
Food Alrld Dcug Administration
8800 'Rockville Pike
Bethesda, Maritilant 20205-

Geniee RboAs
Michigan De rtment of Mental Health
Lewis Cass B (ding
Lansing, Mich! an '48926

LesIt6 Sallett,
Mental Health Law Pr6ject
Suite 300
12204 19th 'Street;
Washington-, D.C. 20036

Saleem A. Shah, Ph.D.
Chief, Center for Studies' of Crime

and Delinquency
.7-103 Parklawn,Building '

National' Institute of Mental Health
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Frank Sullivan, Ph.D.'
Executive Director
Research Advisory Group
17C-05 Parklawn Building
National Institute of Mental Health

A

"Lorraine Torres 1

Associate Director for
Extramural Programs

17C-26 ParklaWn,Building
National Institute of Mental Health

Lois Weithorn, Ph.D.
National Association for Mental'Health
1800 N. Tenth Street
Arlington, Virginia 22209

LoUls A. Wienckowski, Ph.D.
Acting Director
Ofifice of Extramural Project Review
9-103 Parklawn Building
National 1.4stitute of Mental Health,

William Winslade, J.D., Ph.D.
1036g,Lorenzo Drive
Los Angeles, California 90064

ry
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